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Foreword by Chairman
Weak global economic growth in 2015 had put the shipping business in an unprecedented
"dark age" characterized by mismatched supply and demand and intensive competition.
Despite the challenging environment, we remained dedicated to our goal of sustainability and
our long-term commitment towards "profitability, employee welfare, and Contribute to the
Society." We appreciate the team members for their efforts and hard work, while at the same
time acknowledge the recognition, support and trust from investors and customers around the
world.
Evergreen has always devoted itself to improving service quality, for which it has won the
trust and recognition of many customers as well as certification and commendation from many
media organizations around the world. In the "2015 Asian Freight, Logistics and Supply Chain
Awards" organized by Asia Cargo News (world's renowned media in the shipping business),
Evergreen was named "Best Global Shipping Line." To enhance our competitiveness in the
shipping business, we shall continue our emphasis on cost control, fleet management, and
service expansion for optimal load factor, and strive to explore new customer sources as our
short-term plan.
Over the long-run, we plan to make further improvements to our operating model, while at
the same time expand our alliance to reach more niche markets would help achieve our growth
targets. In terms of fleet management, we have discontinued our lease for old vessels and added
5 new 14,000-TEU vessels to the lineup this year. These new vessels feature advanced designs
and are capable of delivering lower operating costs, fuel saving, and low carbon emission among
other benefits. Between 2018 and 2019, 10 new 18,000-TEU vessels will be delivered to make
our fleet stronger and more competitive. By participating in the CKYHE alliance, Evergreen has
o
been able to expand its service routes from Asia-Europe to the Pacific. Ongoing improvements
be
in our business models combined with the expansion of business partners will ultimately raise our
profitability over time.
pro
However, business growth and profitability are not our only goals; instead, we have long
been driven by our philosophy towards "Contribute to the Society" and committed ourselves
in environmental protection. Global warming is one of the ongoing phenomenons that has
significant impacts on our way of life. From the melting of polar ice fields to the rise of sea
level, it brings about climate changes on a global scale that poses great threat to the ecological
system, soil and water resources, crop yields, social/economic activities, and safety of mankind.
In response to this phenomenon, Evergreen has taken a number of measures to improve energy
efficiency while reduce the overall volume of energy consumed and CO2 emission, including:
replacement of outdated vessels, increase of loading/unloading efficiency and capacity, cruising
at reduced speeds, and selection of optimal routes.
As a result of the above efforts, the Company's CO2 emission in 2015 was 38% lesser
compared
compar to 2007. In the future, we will continue exploring feasible ways to reduce emission
progressively cut back on the use of energy sources.
and prog
In terms of employee care, Evergreen Marine recognizes training of marine talents as one of
its social responsibilities. We offer our employees a challenging and globalized work environment
and a competitive welfare system. Each year, we organize training courses to educate and
communicate with our employees on workplace health and safety policy, and arrange medical

checkups as required by regulations. We adopt the "Universal Declaration of Human Rights"
and "Conventions of International Labor Organization" as the core of our labor policies. By
establishing communication channels between employees and the Company, we hope to offer
the most ideal workplace for young people with global vision. Evergreen also places great
emphasis on employee training. In addition to organizing regular internal courses and rotating
employees to overseas offices, the Company had also committed extensive resources in 1999
for the establishment of "Evergreen Seafarer Training Center" to help employees develop the
professional knowledge they need. Apart from offering world-class training machinery and
simulation equipment, the center also provides practical training for medical personnel onboard
ships and uses computers to assist in teaching. Ship crews are required to undergo stringent
training programs regularly to ensure safety at sea, and to prevent accidents and pollution
incidents. It is our goal to guard the ocean environment while assuring the safety of "people,"
"vessel," and "cargo" in day-to-day activities. Between 2000 and 2015, more than 37,000
enrollments were made to courses offered by Evergreen Seafarer Training Center, and more than
4,700 enrollments were made to training courses organized outside the Company. These training
resources were offered as part of our commitment towards "employee care."
In 2015, the global economy entered a state of stagnation. Not only had it delivered
performance below expectation, economic momentum was inadequate to carry the growth of
the shipping industry. With larger ships coming into play, capacity of the shipping industry has
been increasing at a faster rate than market demands. Eventually, the over supply of shipping
capacity provoked irrational competition among peers that resulted in the dwindling of revenues
in shipping industries around the world. Operating at staggering losses, many large-capacity
ships were forced to sit idle, and the situation was made worse following an underwhelming
peak season in the third quarter, which intensified competition in the fourth quarter (the low
season). As shipping revenues dropped, companies began exploring mergers and alliances as a
means for survival.
According to the economic outlook report published by IMF, the global economy is
expected to expand at 3.1% in 2016, which is not as strong as previously predicted. The lack of
economic growth will inevitably undermine world's trading activities and impact the shipping
industry as fewer shipments are made. Furthermore, many sources of information have shown
that over supply of shipping capacity will continue with the addition of large-capacity vessels.
We will strive to weather through the difficult times by committing to Evergreen's
philosophy of "challenge, innovation and teamwork," and overcome the "mediocre profit
margin" that the industry has long accustomed to by increasing production efficiency, offering
more valuable services at lower costs, expanding service alliance, and exploring niche markets.
Lastly, we shall respond to the support
of our stakeholders and fulfill our sustainable g
goals of
pp
"profitability, employee care, and
nd contribute to the society."

Anchor Chang, Chairman of Evergreen Marine Corp. (Taiwan) Ltd.
on dehalf of Evergreen Line
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About the Report
Editorial Guidelines

Corporate Social Responsibility Committee

This report is the third "Corporate Social Responsibility Report" (CSR Report) of Evergreen
Marine Corp. It covers the sustainability actions taken and the results achieved by Evergreen
Marine in 2015 (from January 1 to December 31, 2015).

The CSR Committee was assembled by Evergreen Marine Corp. in 2014 to ensure proper
communication with stakeholders and timely response to their concerned issues. It consists of the
most senior managers from each department. Corporate social responsibility was first included
in board meeting agendas in 2015. At the end of each year, the CSR Committee reports to the
Board of Directors on current year's CSR progress as well as next year's work plans. Practically
speaking, corporate social responsibilities is now one of the long-term focuses of Evergreen
Marine Corp.

Evergreen Marine continued to devote attention to various CSR issues in 2015. We
engaged stakeholders in constant communication and incorporated their concerns on matters
such as corporate governance, economy, society, and environment into our business strategies
and operations. Publication of this report is also a show of Evergreen Marine's resolve to CSR
issues.
To more completely disclose CSR performance of Evergreen Marine Corp. and the
outcome of its communication with stakeholders, this report has been structured based on
"Core" disclosures of GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) G4.0.

External Assurance
The Company has engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers Taiwan (PwC Taiwan) to provide
limited assurance to the content of this report using Statement of Assurance Principles No. 1
- "Audit and Review of Non-financial Information." A copy of this assurance report has been
included in the appendices.

The CSR report was drafted in four main topics, namely: "employee care/community
care," "environmental protection," "corporate governance/economy" and "product/supplier
management," for which the CSR Committee had divided into teams to discuss, collect, and
compile information separately. In addition to drafting the CSR report, the CSR Committee also
keeps track of CSR activities regularly to ensure that they conform with the Company's CSR
focus. In an attempt to raise the quality of information reported, the management has decided
to engage PwC Taiwan to provide assurance for the report.
The President serves as the Chief committee of the CSR Committee, while the remaining
committee members consist of heads of each department. Division of the committee:

Chief committee

This report mainly discloses operations of Evergreen Marine in Taiwan. Information
concerning environmental aspects of the fleet also includes the UK subsidiary and the Singapore
subsidiary; whereas disclosures concerning overseas stationed personnel also involve the central
administration entity of Evergreen Group (i.e. Evergreen International Corp.). There had been no
material change in the Company's size, organization or ownership during the reporting period,
and neither was there any occurrence that severely impacted the reporting activities. For details
about the Company's organization, please refer to pages 14 to 18 in the 2015 Annual Report.

Publication Date and Cycle of Report

Members

Employee Care/
Community Care Team

This report is expected to be published on a yearly basis. The 2014 report had been
published on September 30, 2015, and the next report is scheduled to be published in
September 2017.
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Corporate Governance/
Economy Team

General Affairs Dept.
Maintenance Dept.
Shipbuilding Dept.
Maritec Dept.
Operation Dept.
Operation Coordination Dept.
Kaohsiung Terminal Division

Contact Information
You may download this report (in PDF format) from the website of Evergreen Marine Corp. (http://
www.evergreen-marine.com)
Please contact us if you have any queries or recommendations regarding this report.
Address: No. 163, Section 1, Xinnan Road, Luzhu District, Taoyuan City
TEL:
Lii-Yi Leu (03) 312-3241
Hsiang-Yu Chen (03) 312-3247
FAX:
03-3123200
E-mail：comments@shipmentlink.com

Environmental
Protection Team

General Affairs Dept.
Seaman Dept.
Human Resources Dept.

Product/Supplier
Management Team

Project Dept.
International Business Division
Logistics Division
Engineering Division
Operation Coordination Dept.
Operation Dept.
General Affairs Dept.
Kaohsiung Terminal Division
Customer Service Division

Project Dept.
Human Resources Dept.
Finance Dept.
Auditing Dept.
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Identification and Communication with Stakeholders
Drafting of the 2015 CSR report began with each department identifying stakeholders that
were relevant to them using systematic analysis. The list of stakeholders was later confirmed by
the CSR Committee to include: employee, shareholder, customer, government, supplier, and
community and others.

Reason for
concern

Concerned issues

Communication channel/
frequency

Key members and
capital of the Company

Economic performance
Employment
Labor-management
relations
Training and education
Occupational health and
safety

E-bulletin/irregular
Management meeting minutes
and instructions /monthly
Regular and ad-hoc meetings/
monthly and as needed
NOTES system/anytime
Telephone and E-mail/anytime

The Company's
financier

Economic performance
Market presence
Business strategies

Investor Service section on
company website/anytime
Annual shareholders report/yearly

Customer

The Company's source
of revenue

Compliance of
environmental regulations
Anti-competition
Customer satisfaction
and marketing
communication
Customer privacy

E-mail and telephone/anytime
On-site visits/irregular
Company website/anytime

Government

Communication
provides government
agencies with better
understanding of the
Company's compliance
status

Economic performance
Compliance of
environmental regulations
Employment

Telephone and correspondence/
irregular
On-site visits and conferences/
irregular

To ensure that the
products and services
provided conform
with the Company's
requirements

Procurement
Supplier management
Customer privacy
Product and service
innovation

E-mail and telephone/anytime
Meetings/1~2 sessions per year
Supplier assessments/yearly
Equipment efficiency evaluation/
monthly

Being the foundation
of the Company's
business philosophy. By
balancing stakeholders'
interests, improvements
can be made to the
current environment.

Energy
Emission of GHG and
other gases
Effluents
Compliance of
environmental regulations
Product and service
innovation

Telephone and E-mail/
anytime

Stakeholders

Employee

Customer
Shareholder

Shareholder

Government

Evergreen
Marine
Community
and others

Employee

Supplier

Supplier

Stakeholders of Evergreen Marine Corp.
Every department in Evergreen Marine has maintained proper and frequent communication
with stakeholders in their line of business, and has responded appropriately to stakeholders'
concerned issues. During the preparation of 2015 CSR Report, the CSR Committee had engaged
stakeholders on multiple occasions (including: questionnaire survey on stakeholders' concerned
issues)

8

Community
and others
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Procedures of Materiality Assessment

Identification

Step 2

Prioritization

Step 3

Validation

Sustainability

Materiality

Completeness

1. Trend and impact
analysis
2. Stakeholder
engagement

1. Evaluate stakeholders'
level of concern
2. Evaluate extent of
impact

1. Verify the aspects
covered
2. Boundary of
concerned issues
and completeness
of information
in the reporting
period

Employee, shareholder, customer, government,
supplier, community and others

Sustainability
context

Step 4
Review

Issue

Effluents
Anti-competition
Customer privacy

7.18

Disclosure of
management
approach
+
Report of
indicators

Stakeholder
inclusiveness

Members of the CSR Committee used questionnaires to explore CSR issues that were
of most concern to stakeholders. Internal specialists were then assigned to score each of the
identified issues based on stakeholders' level of concern and extent of impact they have on the
economy, society and environment. The level of stakeholder's concern is scored on a scale of 1
to 10, whereas the extent of impact on economy, society and environment is scored on a scale of
1 to 5. Issues that exhibit high scores in any of the two measurements coupled with a combined
score of 10.5 were identified as material issues, and a total of 9 issues were considered material
based on information gathered and analyzed above. See the top-right figure for illustration.

Waste

Product and service innovation
Compliance of social regulations
Environmental impact of products and services
Supply chain management
Product and service labeling
Occupational health and safety

Employment
Overall
(environmental)
Biodiversity

Energy

Business strategies
Customer satisfaction and marketing communication
Emission of GHG and other gases

Market presence
Grievance mechanisms for human
rights and impacts on society
Labor-management relations
Procurement
Grievance system for environmental issues

6.05

Training and education

Compliance of
product regulations

Grievance mechanisms for
labor and human rights issues
Child/forced and compulsory labor
Indirect economic impacts and
educational investments
Diversity and equal opportunity/Equal remuneration for women and men

Security

Local communities

Aspect

Identification and Prioritization
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Economic performance

Level of stakeholder's concern

After communicating with stakeholders through available channels, Evergreen Marine
was able to compile a list of internal and external issues that presented the most concern
to stakeholders. These issues were further analyzed by the CSR Committee in numerous
perspectives such as relevance to sustainability, materiality, completeness, and stakeholder
inclusiveness in order to identify the key stakeholders and aspects that pertain to their concerned
issues.

Step 1

Compliance of environmental regulations

8.31

Anti-corruption

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Public policies

4.92
2.11

Discrimination and intimidation/Rights of indigenous people

Human rights assessment at global operations

2.89

3.67

Extent of impact on economy, society and environment

4.45

Primary issues

Secondary issues

General issues

1. Economic
performance
2. Business strategies
3. Energy
4. Emission of GHG
and other gases
5. Effluents
6. Waste
7. Compliance of
environmental
regulations
8. Anti-competition
9. Customer
satisfaction
and marketing
communication

10.Customer privacy
11.Environmental impact of
products and services
12. Employment
13. Overall (environmental)
14. Biodiversity
15. Supply chain
management
16. Grievance mechanisms
for human rights and
impacts on society
17. Market presence
18. Labor-management
relations
19. Training and education

20. Grievance system for environmental issues
21. Product and service labeling
22. Grievance mechanisms for labor and human rights
issues
23. Child/forced and compulsory labor
24. Diversity and equal opportunity/Equal
remuneration for women and men
25. Procurement
26. Compliance of product regulations
27. Occupational health and safety
28. Anti-corruption
29. Freedom of association and collective bargaining
30. Security
31. Indirect economic impacts and educational
investments
32. Local communities
33. Public policies
34. Human rights assessment at global operations
35. Discrimination and intimidation/Rights of
indigenous people
36. Product and service innovation
37. Compliance of social regulations

2015 EMC CSR Report
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Validation and Review
Following a series of discussion and confirmation between Evergreen Marine's CSR
Committee and the management, the various issues identified were associated with GRI aspects,
which enabled more precise definition of the reporting boundaries. All 9 material issues below
have been identified to be of significant or potential impact within or outside the organization.
Boundaries outside the organization pertain mainly to Taiwan, but some of the environmental
issues discussed may also pertain to foreign ports covered in Evergreen's service routes. Through
a series of discussions, we have identified the issues to be covered in the 2015 CSR report, as
well as the boundaries and contents of our coverage, before proceeding with disclosure. This
report provides important information to the sustainability efforts of Evergreen Marine Corp.

1、 Economic
1. Economic performance
2. Business strategies

Material issue

Economic performance

Business strategies

Corresponding G4
aspect

Economic performance

No corresponding G4
aspect available

Within the
organization

●

●

Shareholder
Customer
Outside
Government
of the
NGO
organization
Supplier
Community

●

●

●

●

Corresponding
chapter

1.1
4.4

1.2

●
●
●

r%QPUQNKFCVGFTGXGPWGU06

2、 Environmental
1. Energy
2. Emission of GHG and other gases

2015 key
performance

3. Effluents
4. Waste

3、 Social
Anti-competition

4、 Product, service and customer
Customer satisfaction and marketing communication

rOCKPEQUVUHWGNNQCFKPIWPNQCFKPIKPNCPF
transport and transshipment were reduced
by 14%
r+PVJG%QORCP[RCKFRGPUKQPDGPGHKVU
VQVCNKPI 06  VJG DCNCPEG QH
KVU RGPUKQP HWPF CUUGVU KU EWTTGPVN[ 06
457,420,098.
r%QPVKPWGGZRNQTGYC[UVQKPETGCUGTGXGPWGU
reduce operating costs, and expand business
alliance.

5. Compliance of environmental regulations

Future goals

●

r6JG%QORCP[EQPVKPWGUVQOCMGRGPUKQP
fund contributions totaling 15% of monthly
salary for workers who have opted for the
old pension scheme (and 9% for workers
who have opted for the new scheme but
carried forward their seniority). For workers
who have opted for the new scheme since
the beginning, the Company makes pension
contributions totaling 6% of their monthly
salary, as required by Labor Pension Act.

r'XGTITGGPJCUEQNNCDQTCVGFYKVJ
four other shipping companies
to form the CKYHE alliance. In
2015, the alliance was expanded
to cover the trans-Pacific route,
and is now operating three routes
between Asia and US East Coast.

r'ZRCPFVJGDWUKPGUUCNNKCPEGVQ
provide more comprehensive
service coverage, more frequent
shipping schedules and more
consistent delivery time, thereby
satisfying customers' shipping
requirements to a greater extent.

r+PCFFKVKQPVQOCMKPIOQPVJN[EQPVTKDWVKQPU
the Company also monitors its pension
account to determine whether it has
sufficient balance to make pension benefits
to workers who are expected to satisfy their
retirement conditions in the next year. Any
shortfalls will be reimbursed before the end
of March next year.

12
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Material issue

Energy

Corresponding G4
aspect
Within the
organization
Shareholder
Customer
Outside
Government
of the
NGO
organization
Supplier
Community
Corresponding
chapter

Emission of GHG and
other gases

Energy

Emission

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

2.2

2.2
2.3

r+PVJG'XGTITGGPHNGGVWVKNK\GF
weather routing on 355 journeys,
and saved 821 tons of fuel during
the process.

Ports

2015 key
performance

Vessels

Corresponding G4
aspect
Within the
organization
Shareholder

Effluents and waste

Effluents and waste

●

●

●

●

Outside Government
of the
NGO
organization
Supplier

●

●

Community

●

●

2.4
3.1

2.4
3.1

r6JGHNGGVEQORNKGUYKVJ+PVGTPCVKQPCN
Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution From Ship" and discharges
effluents only after being processed
through oil-water separators and
water treatment equipment, and
only at a distance of 15/25 nautical
mile away from shore, which is more
stringent than what the convention
requires.

r 4GEQXGT[ CPF QPUJQTG QHHNQCF QH
incinerator ash - 12.12% increase in 2015
as compared to 2014

Corresponding
chapter

r51x: emission reduced by 8.47% in 2015 as
compared to 2014.

Office buildings
r'46)YCUEQORNGVGFCPFDGICP
operation at Kaohsiung container
terminal. Total diesel consumption
was reduced by 26.43% compared
to 2014.

r%CTDQPGOKUUKQPTGFWEGFD[VQPUKP
2015 as compared to 2014

2015 key
performance

r #FQRVGF .'& NCORU HQT QHHKEG
lighting, which saved 6.62% of
power compared to 2014.

Vessels

r 6JG %QORCP[ JQNFU JCNH[GCTN[
meetings with the weather
service provider to evaluate the
effectiveness of weather routing
services. In addition, vessel
administration departments are
engaged in regular discussions
and reviews to continually improve
and refine existing management
practices.

Ports

r6QTGFWEGVQVCNFKGUGNEQPUWORVKQP
by 0.1% in 2016 as compared to
2015.

Office buildings

r+PUVCNNCKTEQPFKVKQPKPIWPKVUQH
450-ton capacity, which can save
power usage by a further 5%.
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Waste

r%12: emission reduced by 0.57% in 2015 as
compared to 2014.

Office buildings

Future goals

Effluents

Customer

●

Vessels

Material issue

Vessels

r 6JG %QORCP[ JCU CFQRVGF #PPGZ 8+ QH
MARPOL Convention since January 1, 2016,
and applies TIER III standards to regulate
NOX emission in all marine gas engines
used in newly built ships
r5KPEG#RTKNXGUUGNUFQEMGFCVVJG
vicinity of Shanghai Port (including Shanghai
Port, Ningbo Zhoushan Port, Suzhou Port,
and Nantong Port) have complied with
regulations by using fuels with sulfur content
less than 0.5%m/m (less than 500 grams of
sulfur per ton) during their stay.
r'XGTITGGP UXGUUGNUJCXGOGVVJGRQYGT
c o n n e c t i o n a n d e x h a u s t re d u c t i o n
requirements that California Air Resource
Board (CARB) imposes on all vessels docked
at Californian ports.

Future goals

r2NCUVKEICTDCIGTGFWEGFKPCU
compared to 2014
r#XGTCIGYCUVGQKNRGTXGUUGNTGFWEGFD[
3.03% in 2015 as compared to 2014.
r1PUJQTGQHHNQCFQHOGFKECNYCUVG

r #NVJQWIJ VJGTG KU EWTTGPVN[ PQ
international regulation on the
treatment of greywater, Evergreen's
fleet has adopted the practice to
store greywater in designated tanks
onboard ships and refrain from
discharge when they are less than
15/25 nautical mile away from shore.

r6JG %QORCP[ EQPUVCPVN[ MGGRU
track and ensures compliance with
International Maritime Organization's
(IMO) "International Convention for
the Control and Management of
Ship's Ballast Water and Sediments,"
and ballast management rules of the
United States Coast Guard.

r 4GFWEGF FKUEJCTIG QH YCUVG QKN CPF
water and minimized use of garbage
bags by complying with international
regulations regarding onshore offload,
recycling, reduction, and control.

Office buildings

r %QPVKPWG TGRNCEGOGPV QH QWVFCVGF
equipment with new counterparts.

2015 EMC CSR Report
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Material issue
Corresponding G4
aspect
Within the
organization
Shareholder
Customer
Outside
Government
of the
NGO
organization
Supplier
Community
Corresponding
chapter

Compliance of
environmental
regulations
Compliance of
environmental
regulations

Anti-competition

Product and service
labeling

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

2.1~2.4

1.4

3.1
3.2

r0Q UKIPKHKECPV HKPG
had been imposed
in 2015 for noncompliance with
environmental
regulations

r'XGTITGGP.KPG
Competition Compliance
Manual was announced
and implemented in July
2015.
r1TICPK\GFUGUUKQPUQH
antitrust course local and
abroad. A total of 1,026
employees from the group
and other agencies had
participated.
r&GUKIPGFCPVKEQORGVKVKQP
check lists based on the
nature of each department,
which provides guidance
to employees' day-to-day
activities.

r+P  YG CXGTCIGF C
service satisfaction score
of 4.74, which was higher
than our goal of 4.5.

r %QPVKPWG EWUVQOK\CVKQP
of the anti-competition
check list and business
self-assessment report for
each department.
r  % Q P V K P W G  Q TI C P K \ K P I
compliance courses on
anti-trust laws.
r 1TICPK\G VTCKPKPI QP
various EU commitments
signed by the Company.
r 5VWF[ EQORGVKVKQP NCYU
and judgments of relevant
countries.

r 9G UJCNN EQPVKPWG VQ
improve customers'
satisfaction in our services,
and aim to raise the
average score to 4.76.

r<GTQXKQNCVKQPQH
environmental laws
and regulations

16

Customer satisfaction
and marketing
communication

●

2015 key
performance

Future goals

Anti-competition

【Vision】

Maintain ocean life, port safety,
and welfare of mankind

【Business philosophy】

Profitability, employee care,
and Contribute to the Society
More than 78% of the Earth's surface is covered with water, and ocean resources have
played a major role in mankind's survival and progress. Evergreen Marine is well aware of how
important ocean life is to mankind, which is why it has envisioned itself as a protector of Earth's
environment, utilized advance technologies to preserve ocean life, incorporated safety into
every service detail, and devoted significant resources to building the training platform for
Taiwan's maritime talents.

2015 EMC CSR Report
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$WUKPGUU+PVGITKV[CPF2TQƂVU
1.1 Introduction of Evergreen Marine
Evergreen Marine Corp. was founded by Dr. Yung-Fa Chang in Taipei City on September
1, 1968. Its main business activities include: liner shipping, shipping agency, and container yard
services. On November 2, 1982, the Company received permission from Securities and Futures
Commission, Ministry of Finance to operate as a public company. On July 6, 1987, Evergreen
Marine was approved for listing by Securities and Futures Commission, Ministry of Finance, and
its shares were publicly listed for trading at Taiwan Stock Exchange later on September 21 the
same year.
The Company was founded with only a 15-year old general cargo vessel. Over the years,
Evergreen has committed to its business philosophy of "profitability, employee welfare and
contribute to the society" and was able to accomplish many monumental successes in the
history of shipping. Today, Evergreen operates a service network that covers all five continents
in the world, and has offices in 315 cities across 116 countries. Regional transshipment centers
have been established in major ports in Asia, America and Europe, and Evergreen even has its
own exclusive container terminals at: Kaohsiung Port (Taiwan), Taipei Port (Taiwan), and Port of
Colon (Panama). It currently leads the world in terms of fleet size, cargo volume, and shipbuilding
concepts.
Evergreen Marine has made many monumental achievements in the world's shipping
industry. In 1975, when world's shipping industry went through a phase of decline due to energy
crisis, Evergreen Marine saw an opportunity in container shipping and introduced a new, allcontainer ship fleet to operate regular routes between the Far East and US East Coast. This
decision made Evergreen Marine the first all-container shipping company in Taiwan. In 1984,

Evergreen Marine introduced 24 new G-types to operate the world's first round-the-world,
bidirectional, all-container ocean shipping routes. In 1985, Evergreen Marine was named world's
number one container shipping company.
In 2007, Evergreen Marine Corp. coordinated with other members of the Evergreen group
including Italia Marittima S.P.A., Evergreen Marine (UK) Ltd., Evergreen Marine (HK) Ltd., and
Evergreen Marine (Singapore) Pte Ltd to form the Evergreen Line - a unified brand that provides
comprehensive shipping service to cargo owners around the world. In the meantime, Evergreen
is actively engaging peer shipping companies in alliance, code-sharing and slot exchange
agreements to further complement its service network.
In response to the digital wave, Evergreen Marine launched its "ShipmentLink Mobile"
service in 2012 shortly after its e-commerce website - www.ShipmentLink.com went online. The
service was intended to give cargo owners the convenience of checking shipping schedules and
progress using smartphones. This service was presented the "E-Commerce Excellence Award"
in 2015 by Log-Net (a professional logistics management website based in the U.S.) and JOC (a
renowned shipping magazine).
Dr. Yung-Fa Chang, founder of Evergreen Group, once said: "Shipping companies can not
wait for laws to regulate our actions. Instead, we should be more pro-active in our thinking, and
make more visionary use of marine technologies to maintain ocean life, port safety, and welfare
of mankind." This was the reason why Evergreen Marine has envisioned itself as the "Protector
of Green Earth" in its strive towards sustainability, and made the commitment to build an
environmental friendly fleet with the latest shipbuilding technologies. The S-type vessels were
the first environmental friendly model to begin service back in 2005, and was named "Ship of
the Year" during the 8th Lloyd's List Asia Awards. A newer environmental friendly model - the
L-type - was being delivered since 2012 with optimized design, new technologies, and the latest
environmental protection equipment.
In 1999, the "Evergreen Seafarer Training Center" was established to enhance professional
skills of the Evergreen crew, and to contribute in the training of Taiwan's maritime talents. It
was Taiwan's first seafarer training facility to be certified for ISO-9001:2000 by Det Norske
Veritas (Norway). Courses offered by the training center not only conform with the standards of
International Maritime Organization (IMO), but have also been certified by reputable institutions
including Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, Maritime and Coastguard Agency (UK),
Marine Department (Hong Kong), and Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (Japan).

1.2 Business Strategy
All employees share the Company's devotion towards sustainability, teamwork and
professionalism, and have been fully prepared and guided by flexible strategies to embrace
changes in market conditions. They serve to earn customers' trust and support, and constantly
strive to improve service quality.

18
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The challenges we face

We have identified the following risks that may pose a challenge to Evergreen Marine's
strive for sustainability:

1.2.1 Slowing throughput growth in ports around the world
The first few months of 2015 had been favorable to the container shipping industry. A
significant decrease in fuel costs combined with recovery of the U.S. economy helped industry
participants turn in performances that were above market's expectations. The good times did
not last, however, as complications emerged toward mid-year. Prolonged fall of oil price caused
a tightening of capital spending in the energy business, and slowed down the growth of world's
trade activities. Furthermore, retail sales turned stagnant in the U.S. towards the second half,
meaning that lesser goods were imported from Asia.
According to statistics prepared by Alphaliner (an international shipping consultant
company), container ports around the world exhibited a mere 1.0% growth in cargo volume in
2015, setting record for the 2nd lowest growth of all time (the lowest growth was seen in year
2009, during which the world's container shipping volume declined by 8.4% in the aftermath
of the global financial crisis). The marginal growth of container shipping in recent years can be
attributed to the following reasons:
r The transportation model of converting break bulk cargo into containers is nearly
saturated;
rDue to miniaturization of consumer products, shipment of finished goods increases at a
faster rate than raw materials;
rOutsourcing of manufacturing activities in the far east, especially China, has dwindled.
Focus of the Chinese economy has shifted more towards domestic spending, causing a
drop in international trade and container shipments;
rLower export growth has reduced the number of loaded containers as well as loading of
empty containers;
rIncreased direct shipments that reduced the need for transshipment. Ports in Southeast
Asia, Latin America, Africa and Baltic Sea used to rely heavily on barge or connecting
services. However, as port facilities improved and shipment volumes increased, an
increasing number of vessels are starting to dock directly at port.

1.2.2 Mismatched supply and demand
According to the latest estimates published by International Monetary Fund (IMF), global
GDP growth in 2015 was estimated at 3.1%, but increase in container shipment was less than
half of GDP growth. It was the first time that the increase in global container shipment had fallen
below GDP growth.
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In fact, the GDP multiple has been steadily declining for the last 30 years; by 2010, the
GDP multiple had already fallen to 1.5 times. A lower GDP multiple is significant to the container
shipping industry, because it means that over supply of capacity will continue into the future. At
the end of 2015, the shipping industry was faced with a significant increase in shipment capacity
against stagnant or even declining cargo volume that widened the already mismatched supply
and demand. Overall, the world's container fleet expanded by 8.4% while cargo volume grew
only marginally by 0.8%. What followed was a series of shipping rate cuts and downsizing of
shipment capacity.

1.2.3 Volatile shipping prices
The mismatch of supply and demand for container shipment had prompted shipping
companies to make drastic adjustments in 2015, and the common priority to all was cost
reduction. The lack of demand also provoked significant cuts in shipping rate, which industry
participants had responded by forming alliance, reorganizing shipping routes, reducing
frequency of service, and taking price recovery measures.
According to Alphaliner's report, the series of price hikes by shipping companies in 2015
was the most volatile change ever to be recorded on China Containerized Freight Index (CCFI).
However, due to the fact that shipping rates are largely determined by supply and demand, the
price hikes were ineffective in raising average profitability for most shipping companies.
In midst of these challenges, the Company had made timely responses by: controlling
costs, terminating vessel lease, adjusting service schedule, re-allocating fleet, and operating at
lower speed. Although the Company averaged 2% higher load factor than the previous year,
its average shipping rate had fallen by 11.36%. Although actual revenue remained above the
budgeted figures in the first half, it fell below budget in the 3rd and 4th quarters.

1.2.4 Uncertain future
The global economy is full of uncertainties in the first quarter of 2016. Not only had the
International Monetary Fund revised global economic forecast downward, recovery of the U.S.
economy remains shaky and susceptible to external factors, while growth in Japan and Europe
is marginal at best. Very few market analysts have the confidence to predict a rise in growth
rate by the end of 2016, particularly when China no longer provides the strong drive it used to,
which posed challenges to emerging markets and commodity-driven economies. Several central
banks are starting to adopt a negative interest rate policy that signifies their lack of clarity to the
prospects ahead. According to IMF's recent report, global GDP is estimated to expand by 3.1%
while Alphaliner expects cargo volume in container ports worldwide to increase by a marginal
0.5% in 2016. New ships with total capacity of 1.35 million TEU are expected to be delivered in
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Furthermore, the Company has devised the following long/short term development plans
based on its "business directions" in response to the competitive environment:

2016; even
en with 350,000 TEU scrapped and 100,000 TEU possibly delayed, the global
glob
ball shipping
shi
hipping
i
capacity will still increase by 3.3%. Although the number of new ships in 2016 is slightly lower
than 2015,
5, there seems to be no end to the increasing capacity, meaning that the market will
remain in over supply in the near future.

1.2.5 Financial risks
Given the business risks described above, we have identified several financial risks that
the Company may be prone to, including: exchange rate risk of the functional currency, interest
rate risk of long-term borrowings, price risk of equity instruments, credit risk of customers, and
liquidity risk of capital.

Short-term
development plan

Long-term
development plan

Evergreen has joined 4 other
shipping companies including
COSCO, Kawasaki Kisen,
and Yang Ming to form the
CKYHE Alliance. Together,
the alliance is operating eastwest bound trans-ocean
shipment as its main route.

By expanding business
cooperation, members
of the alliance are able
to operate with greater
flexibility and more capable
of providing comprehensive
service coverage, frequent
shipping schedules
and consistent delivery
time, thereby satisfying
customers' shipping
requirements to a greater
extent.

Optimization of fleet
deployment

By working with business
partners on the development
of new service routes,
we continually provide
customers with the best
product portfolio and service
quality, while at the same
time reduce carbon emission,
mitigate global warming, and
preserve ocean life for the
benefit of mankind.

Fleet upgrade: once the
ordered new ships have
been delivered, Evergreen
will have a stronger fleet to
deliver greater yields.

Optimization of load
and cargo structure

Increase vessel load factor
and revenue: expand
economies of scale and
create yields for the group

Refine cargo structure for
optimal load factor and
profitability.

Continue control
over costs; commit
to environmental
protection and
energy conservation;
maximize yields

Set targets on key
performance indicators
for every cost center, and
assess performance using
quantitative measurements.
In 2015, the Company's 4
main costs: fuel, loading/
unloading, inland transport
and transshipment were
reduced by 14%

Once the new ships have
been delivered, Evergreen
will be able to effectively
reduce operating costs and
have a stronger fleet at its
disposal to deliver greater
yields.

Business directions

Expansion of the
alliance

Management strategies and long/short term development plans
1.2.6 Business aspect
The shipping industry is still prone to the challenge of over supply in 2016, which shipping
companies must respond appropriately with great discretion. The Company has always planned
its service routes with a focus on stability and flexibility. Below are some of the main service
adjustments made during the year:
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Trans-Pacific route

Collaboration was made with four other shipping
companies including COSCO, Kawasaki Kisen, and Yang
Ming to form the CKYHE alliance. In 2015, the alliance
was expanded to cover the trans-Pacific route, and is
now operating 3 routes between Asia and US East Coast.

Far east - Europe/
Mediterranean route

Collaboration was made with four other shipping
companies including COSCO, Kawasaki Kisen, and Yang
Ming to form the CKYHE alliance. The alliance now
operates six routes between Asia and Europe, and three
routes between Asia and the Mediterranean Sea.

Pan-Atlantic route

Europe - North America route (TAE): this is a shared
route; Evergreen, COSCO, Kawasaki Kisen, and Yang
Ming have each deployed one ship to operate this route.
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1.2.7 Financial aspect
In Evergreen Marine, financial risk is managed by the Finance Department according
to policies drafted by the Board of Directors. These policies emphasize on the prevention
of unpredictable events in the financial market, and mitigation of impacts to the Company if
adverse events do occur. The Finance Department works closely with operational departments
to identify, assess and avoid financial risks.

Slower economic growth in recent years combined with aggressive expansion and
competition among peers have made shipping a tough business. This slowdown of global trade
and mismatched supply/demand in the shipping industry is expected to continue throughout
2016. Faced with a difficult condition, we shall commit to our philosophy of "challenge,
innovation and teamwork" and strive to overcome by innovating, gathering new information,
making adjustments, and finding new ways to improve efficiency and provide customers
with better services at lower cost. We will work closely with cargo owners to explore new
opportunities and overcome the "mediocre profit margin" that the industry has long accustomed
to.
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Potential risks

Prevention measures

Exchange rate
risks
Functional
currency

r 7VKNK\G HQTYCTF GZEJCPIG EQPVTCEVU CU C OGCPU VQ JGFIG CPF
manage exchange rate risks arising from foreign currencydenominated transactions and foreign currency-denominated
assets and liabilities.

Interest rate risk
Long-term
borrowings

r +P CFFKVKQP VQ WUKPI KPVGTGUV TCVG UYCRU CU C JGFIKPI UQNWVKQP
some of the risks have already been mitigated by the amount of
cash and cash equivalents held on hand, which accrue interests
at the floating rate.

Price risk
Equity
instrument

1.Diversify the investment portfolio. Diversification is arranged
according to limits set by the Company.
2.The Company has assembled a Fuel Procurement Team that
specializes in observing and predicting the market price of oil.
Hedging positions are adjusted where appropriate to reduce
fuel costs and minimize volatility of the price of fuel purchased.

Credit risk
Credit policy

1.The Company adopts an internal risk management system
that assesses credit quality by taking into account customers'
financial position, past experience and other relevant factors.
2.Individual counterparty risk limits are set by the Board of
Directors based on internal as well as external assessments. Uses
of credit limit are monitored on a regular basis.
3.Only banks, financial institutions, and organizations of good
credit standing are accepted as counterparties.
4.Every new customer is subject to management and credit risk
analysis before payment and delivery terms and conditions are
offered.

Liquidity risk
Funding
requirement

1.The Finance Department is responsible for monitoring and
predicting liquidity and capital requirements within the
Company, and making sure that adequate capital has been
sourced to support long-term and short-term business activities.
2.The management has implemented a policy that requires all
companies under the consolidated entity to prepare cash flow
projection reports.
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1.3 Corporate Governance

Board of Directors

Evergreen Marine Corp. was ranked among the top 5% in TWSE's "1st and 2nd TWSE/
TPEX Corporate Governance Evaluation." In the two evaluations, the Company was awarded
high points in terms of "fair treatment to shareholders," and "protection of stakeholders'
interests and corporate social responsibility," "protection of shareholders' interests," and
"fulfillment of corporate social responsibilities," respectively. In the future, the Company will
continue enhancing corporate governance practices through the five main aspects of the
Corporate Governance Evaluation system.

According to the Company's Articles of Incorporation, the board shall comprise of 7 to 9
directors, including 2 to 3 independent, plus 2 supervisors. All of whom serve a terms of three
(3) years. Directors and supervisors are elected using the nomination system described in Article
192-1 of the Company Act, where a list of candidates is produced to be elected by shareholders.
The Board of Directors is responsible for making key decisions that are relevant to the
Company's operations. A Chairman is appointed among existing directors in a meeting attended
by more than two-thirds of total directors and with the consent of more than half of directors
present at the meeting. The board may also appoint 1 Vice Chairman. The Chairman represents
the Company in all business dealings, whereas supervisors are responsible for monitoring the
Company's business and financial practices.

Organizational Chart
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT.

STOCKHOLDERS
MEETING

HUMAN RESOURCES DEPT.
SUPERVISORS
CLINIC DEPT.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMPENSATION
COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN

GENERAL AFFAIRS DEPT.
AUDITING DEPT.

PRESIDENT

FINANCE DIV.

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
COMMITTEE

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH DEPT.

INTERNATIONAL COORDINATING DIV.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DIV.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT

LOGISTICS DIV.

PROJECT DEPT.

COMPETITION
COMPLIANCE TEAM.

MARINE DIV.
ENGINEERING DIV.
KAOHSIUNG TERMINAL DIV.
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The Company's business decisions are made by the Board of Directors, except for matters
of concern that require shareholders' resolution pursuant to the Articles of Incorporation or other
policies. Board of Directors meetings are held at least once a quarter. Convention of board
meeting is advised to all directors and supervisors with detailed agenda at least seven (7) days in
advance. However, meetings can be held in shorter notice in case of emergency.
If a director, or the corporate entity a director represents, is considered a stakeholder to the
discussed agenda, the director must state the stakes involved during the current meeting session
and shall disassociate from all discussions and voting if it is in conflict against the Company's
interests. In which case, the director may not exercise voting rights on behalf of other directors.
Board resolutions that involve directors who are prohibited from exercising voting rights as
mentioned above are governed by Paragraph 3, Article 206 and Paragraph 2, Article 180 of the
Company Act.

Remuneration Committee
In an attempt to enhance corporate governance practices and strengthen the remuneration
system for directors, supervisors and managers, the Company has complied with "Regulations
Governing the Establishment and Exercising of Remuneration Committee Authority for Publiclisted and OTC-traded Companies" and its "Remuneration Committee Foundation Principles"
to assemble a "Remuneration Committee" directly under the Board of Directors. The committee
comprises of no fewer than three members, and all of whom are appointed by the Board of
Directors. One of the committee members is designated as the convener. The Remuneration
Committee convenes at least two meetings each year. Its responsibilities are to assist in the
establishment and regular review of policies, systems, standards and structures concerning
performance evaluation and remuneration of the Company's directors, supervisors, and
managers, as well as determining actual remuneration for directors, supervisors and managers.
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1.4 Business Integrity

Antitrust

On December 22, 2014, the Board of Directors passed a resolution to approve and
implement "Integrity Code of Conduct" and "Ethical Behavior Guidelines" within the Company
based on Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEX Listed
Companies and Ethical Conduct Guidelines for TWSE/TPEX Listed Companies created by Taiwan
Stock Exchange Corporation (TWSE) and Taipei Exchange (TPEX) in 2014. On March 27, 2015,
the Board of Directors passed a resolution to establish "Integrity Operating Procedures and
Conduct Guidelines."

In response to tightening
anti-trust regulations around the
world, the executive management
issued an instruction in 2015
to assemble a Competition
Compliance Team under the
Project Department, whose
responsibility is to resolve any
issues concerning competition
laws. The Company's competition
compliance guidelines had
already been announced to
employees and agents on July 31, 2015, while a competition compliance section is also created
on website: http://www.evergreen-line.com/static/jsp/competition.jsp.

The Company's "Integrity Code of Conduct" specifically prohibits dishonest behavior in
business activities by directors, supervisors, managers, employees, agents and any party that has
the ability to influence outcome of a business transaction. The Human Resources Department
is the unit responsible for promoting business integrity throughout the organization. It creates,
supervises and executes the Company's business integrity policy and internal control system,
and assists the Board of Directors and the management in assessing the effectiveness of existing
integrity practices and prevention measures. The department also assesses compliance of
operating procedures and reports its findings to the Board of Directors on a regular basis.
The Company has "Ethical Behavior Guidelines" in place to serve as moral guidance
for directors', supervisors' managers' and employees' behaviors. The guidelines also provide
stakeholders with a better understanding of the moral standards adopted within the Company.
Employees who violate against Ethical Behavior Guidelines will be reprimanded according to
regulations or relevant policies. In the event that misconduct is reported by a third party, the
name of the informant and details of the misconduct report will be handled in a confidential
manner. Employees who are accused of violation against Ethical Behavior Guidelines may appeal
and seek remedy against the Company's decisions by following internal procedures.
The Company's executive management has time and time again emphasized its demand
for business integrity and ethical conduct, and reiterated the importance of information
confidentiality in meetings. These messages are conveyed by managers to their subordinates.
In addition, the Company has published "Ethical Behavior Guidelines," "Integrity Code of
Conduct," and new announcements of the Human Resources Department onto its internal
E-bulletin system, thereby allowing employees to access at any time.
An EMC competition section has been created to announce policies and guidelines
relating to compliance with competition laws by EVERGREEN LINE. All current employees have
signed their consent to obey such policies and guidelines. All new recruits are required to sign a
commitment for compliance and complete the "Business Integrity and Ethical Behavior" course.
Two sessions were held in 2015 and a total of 194 people had participated.
The Company did not receive any internal or external report concerning violation against
Ethical Behavior Guidelines or any case of corruption in 2015.
The Company duly complies with regulations imposed by the authority, and constantly
monitors for adjustments and changes in regulation. The Company has also gone to great extent
to make sure that information disclosed and reported to outside parties are in conformity with
regulatory requirements. The Company did not commit any violation in 2015 that resulted in
significant fines being imposed by the authority.
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In order to enhance employees' awareness towards competition laws, the compliance team
organized 26 sessions of antitrust course local and abroad in 2015. A total of 1,026 employees
from the group and other agencies had participated. In addition to regular anti-trust training,
the compliance team has also designed anti-competition check lists based on the nature of each
department, which provides guidance to employees' day-to-day activities.
Hong Kong Competition Law was effected on December 14, 2015. The Company has
submitted a request through Hong Kong Liner Shipping Association to Hong Kong Competition
Commission to apply for exemption for its regular shipping agreements. Meanwhile, authorities
in other countries have also become increasingly concerned towards collaborative agreements
among shipping companies, which the Company has responded by approaching the Shipping
Conference and General Administration for assistance in clarifying competition laws of various
countries, and making sure that its shipping agreements pose no violation against competition
laws.

EMC is currently involved in two antitrust lawsuits; details are
explained below.
1. EU GRI: The Company has signed a commitment with E.U. Commission on June 22, 2016
and submitted the commitment to the Commissioner of Competition. On July 7, 2016,
Evergreen was informed by its legal attorney that E.U. Commission has accepted the
commitment of 14 shipping companies, and that the commission will be making its final
decision. The commitment is expected to take effect on December 7, 2016.
2. Russian GRI: The Federal Antimonopoly Service (FAS) of Russia recently ruled that EMC's
refrigerated cargo containers shipped from the far east into Russia were in violation
against the country's antitrust laws. The Company made an appeal against this decision
on March 15, 2016 to Moscow City Court, and the case is currently under review.
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2. Protection of Ocean Life Through Advance Technologies
echnologie
2.1 Protection of Ocean Life Through Advance Technologies
ies
Evergreen Marine is dedicated to reducing sea and air pollution through fleet management.
By adopting advanced software and hardware solutions, we strive to minimize waste, effluents
and emission from our vessels. Furthermore, we have implemented standard operating
procedures to monitor SOx and NOx discharge, and applied proper management on ballast,
sewage and garbage.

2.1.1 Vessel design
Environmental friendly vessel (L-type) - Evergreen Marine's latest environmental friendly
vessel incorporates previous design experiences and features next-generation concepts
including ballast water treatment equipment, minimum ballast design, electronic-controlled
fuel injection engine, and low-speed cruise control. These improvements are a testament to
Evergreen group's long-time commitment to environmental protection.

(1) Design of low-carbon vessel
Low carbon emission was one of the considerations the Company had taken when
designing the L-type chassis. By adopting a brand new design concept, the L-type produces
15% lesser carbon than the previous generation of environmental friendly vessels (S-type).

(2) Optimized vessel design for higher propulsion efficiency and lower fuel
consumption
The shape of L-type vessel has been optimized to offer minimal resistance particularly when
combined with an advanced propeller design and a balanced rudder. Together, they improve
propulsion efficiency and require lesser power to achieve the same speed, which effectively
reduces fuel consumption and pollutants.

(3) Minimal ballast water ship design
Increasing the width of a vessel yields greater stability while cruising, and therefore reduces
the use of ballast. This new design not only reduces exchange of ballast water from different
environment, but also increases the volume of cargo transported per unit of engine power, which
translates into energy-saving benefits.

(4) Use of NOx Tier II-compliant, electronic-controlled engine with Slow
Steaming design
L-type vessels are powered by electronic-controlled engines that can operate at low
speed without creating fumes. Compared to conventional engines, the new engine consumes
lesser fuel when operating at low speed, and therefore conserves energy and reduces emission
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of pollutants. The new vessel is also fitted with Slow Steaming equipment to enhance engine
efficiency at low speed. With regards to the emission of NOx, Evergreen has complied with
international air pollution laws and adopted NOx Tier II standards, which are more stringent than
the Tier I standards currently in effect.
* Engine Tier I emission: 17.0 g/kW. Hr; Tier II emission: 14.36 g/kW. Hr; Tier III emission: 3.4 g/kW.
Hr.

(5) Reserved space in engine room for installation of NOx Tier III-compliant
equipment
NOx Tier III standards can not be achieved solely by making mechanical adjustments, and
would require the use of external equipment. Due to the fact that such equipment is still under
development, the L-type has been designed with spaces reserved to accommodate the new
equipment should it become available. This new equipment is expected to be installed onto the
L-type when the Company decides to adopt NOx Tier III standards.

(6) Installation of AMP (alternative marine power).
Californian ports require all vessels to draw power through AMP when docked at port. In
the meantime, vessels are prohibited from using their own power generators to avoid polluting
air at the port area.

(7) Installation of ballast treatment equipment
The ballast water treatment equipment used in L-type vessels (compliant with BWM
Convention section D-2) can fully exterminate micro organisms in ballast tanks, and therefore
prevent threat to the environment brought by foreign species. Currently, the fleet still exchangess
ballast water as described in section D-1 of the Convention.

(8) Inverter control for seawater pumps.
The L-type adopts inverter control on seawater pumps. It automatically adjusts power
usage depending on the current load, which improves the efficiency at which vessel power is
used, reducing energy consumption and pollutant emission both at the same time.

(9) Air-based stern shaft seal
L-type vessels utilize air-based stern shaft seal. It differs from the conventional approach
in the way that a layer of compressed air is added to the oil-water interface (between the
stern shaft lubricant and seawater). Pressure differentials between the three layers of interface
(seawater>air>lubricant) help prevent lubricant from leaking into ocean and causing pollution.

(10)Installation of low sulfur fuel equipment.
To reduce SOx emission, the sulfur content in fuel must be kept at the minimum. The L-type
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has been designed with a comprehensive low-sulfur fuel supply system that enables it to switch
to low-sulfur fuel when traveling through restricted waters, and thereby comply with emission
standards.

(11) Fuel tank design that complies with protection regulations.
L-type vessels have fuel tanks deployed fully in compliance with fuel tank protection laws.
The L-type's dual-layered hull prevents fuel from leaking into the ocean and causing irreversible
damage to the environment in the event of collision.

(12) Temporary tanks for greywater and sewage.
L-type vessels are fitted with tanks that are used for temporary storage of greywater
and sewage. When docked at port, greywater and sewage generated onboard ships can be
temporarily stored in tanks without discharging into the harbor, which would otherwise cause
pollution. In the event of leakage involving one of the hazardous cargo containers onboard a
ship, any contaminated water in the cargo area may also be stored temporarily in tanks (instead
of discharging into the ocean) until the ship docks and offloads to a professional service provider.

(17) Conforms with notations of the International Association of Classification
Societies
L-type vessels have been registered using environmental notation of the International
Association of Classification Societies. This serves as a declaration that Evergreen's vessels are
fully compliant with international laws and all environmental requirements of the Association.

(18) Obtained Green Passport for compliance with Ship Recycling Convention.
Although the Ship Recycling Convention has yet to be effected, Evergreen Marine supports
this new environmental initiative nevertheless. In the future, L-type vessels will be applying for
Green Passport according to the terms of the Ship Recycling Convention, which prohibits use of
any known hazardous substance (e.g. asbestos, coating materials with lead/tin content, Halon
etc) onboard ships. The Green Passport also requires reduction and enhanced management and
monitoring over the production of hazardous substances (e.g. oil waste, ashes etc) and use of
supplies such as plastics, fluorocarbon, batteries, chemical solvents, cleaning agents etc., and
calls for the use of recyclable materials where possible to avoid pollution and depletion of Earth's
resources.

(13) Electric deck machinery for lesser chance of oil pollution.
Conventional deck machinery uses hydraulics and runs the risk of oil leakage. Full electricpowered deck machinery avoids this problem and incurs lesser noise as well.

(14) Use of new, tin-less anti-fouling paint
Organotin AFS is the most common anti-fouling solution used by the shipping industry
today. However, excessive use of "tin" has the potential to affect genes of ocean organisms,
causing disease and irreversible damage to ocean life. To ensure the sustainability of ocean life,
the L-type uses new anti-fouling paint that does not contain tin.

Reserved space in engine
room for installation of NOx
Tier III-compliant equipment

Ł

Ł

Use of new, environmental
friendly, low GHG impact coolant
Ł
Ł Installation of low
sulfur fuel
equipment

Ł Use of new,

ŁMinimal ballast water ship design
ŁElectric deck machinery

high-tensile steel
(HT47)

ŁLow-carbon vessel

Ł Optimized vessel

design

(15) Use of new, environmental friendly, low GHG impact coolant (GWP: 2,000
and below)
L-type vessels use the latest generation of environmental friendly coolant that is fully
compliant with international air pollution laws without ozone depletion concerns whatsoever.
With a GWP of less than 2,000, this new-generation coolant also helps control the greenhouse
effect.

Installation of AMP

Ł Installed temporary sewage tank

Ł
Air-based stern
shaft seal

Ł Fuel tank design
that complies
with protection
regulations.

ˍUse of new, tin-less anti-fouling paint
Ł Inverter control for
seawater pumps
Ł Installation of ballast treatment

equipment

Ł Installed temporary greywater storage

Ł Use of NOx Tier II-compliant,
electronic-controlled engine with Slow
Steaming design

(16) Use of new, high-tensile steel (HT47)
The L-type's structure features the use of new, high-tensile steel (HT47). HT47 delivers the
same strength at a lighter weight, reducing overall weight of ship and saves energy and cuts
back on emission at the same time.
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Ł Conforms with notations of the International Association of Classification Societies

(ABS: ENVIRO Notation, LR: EP Notation)

Ł Obtained Green Passport for compliance with Ship Recycling Convention
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rEnvironmental friendly vessels and old vessels (December 31, 2015)
Evergreen's environmental friendly vessels include the L-type and the S-type. To ensure
sustainability of ocean resources, both ships have utilized advance environmental protection
technologies such as: electric deck machinery, air-based stern shaft seal, alternative marine
power, environmental friendly coolant, ballast water treatment equipment, inverter control of
seawater pump, optimized vessel design (for higher propulsion efficiency), Green Passport…
etc. Evergreen currently leads the industry in design, innovation, efficiency, and environmental
protection, and has set the new standard for model industry practice.

Old vessels
61.04%

Environmental
friendly vessels
38.96%

Environmental
friendly vessels

30 ships

Old vessels

47 ships

local regulations and store treated sanitary water on ship. No discharge
e is allowed except
with the proper permission.

rIncinerator:
Combustible waste that contains grease is combusted
ed to reduce
redu
duce the volume
me of garbage.

rPlastic waste stamping equipment:
Waste is unloaded and processed at appropriate ports to to free up storage
orage space

rKitchen waste processing equipment:
In order to maintain a healthy environment, kitchen waste is ground and discharged at
designated areas of the sea.

In 2015, the Company spent a total of USD 110,267 acquiring and maintaining the
e
above equipment

2.1.2 Container design
(1) Bamboo-wood composite floor

rPercentage of environmental friendly vessels:

Percentage of environmental
friendly vessels operated by
Evergreen Marine

2013/12/31

2014/12/31

2015/12/31

23.93%

32.53%

38.96%

Apart from incorporating advance technologies during ship building, the Company has also
complied with MARPOL Convention (International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
From Ships) by reducing and sorting garbage produced on ship and installing the following
environmental protection equipment:

rOil-water separator:
When cruising outside specially regulated waters, all sewage is first heated to remove
oil contents, and specially treated before discharging to sea in a controlled manner
at 15PPM. (*PPM is a measurement for concentration; this figure means that the level of oil in
effluents must not exceed 15 millionths)

rSanitary water treatment equipment:
When docked at port or cruising along coastal lines, vessels are required to comply with
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Conventional wood-based container flooring requires large amounts of timber, and
prolonged tree felling has severely affected the ecosystem of tropical forests. In response to the
depletion of timber and rising environmental awareness, Evergreen group began using bamboowood composite materials for the flooring of new dry cargo containers built after 2013. Bamboowood composite floor requires only half the amount of wood compared to conventional
materials. The hardness of bamboo also makes floor more resistant to scratch. More importantly,
bamboo requires only 3~6 years to grow. Compared to the 10-year growth cycle of timber,
bamboo is inarguably a more accessible material. By the end of 2015, the group had 230,000
TEU (about 70%) of new dry cargo containers built with bamboo-wood composite floor. Details
are presented in the table below.

Units with bamboowood composite
material (TEU)

Percentage
of bamboowood composite
material(%)

Year

Total units
(TEU)

2013

100,000

28,000

28%

2014

175,340

142,740

81%

2015
Total units as of
2015/12/31

62,000

62,000

100%

337,340

232,740

69%
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(2) Paint
Haze is an increasing problem in China. Since 2013, the Chinese government has
implemented a series of air pollution control regulations specifically for the purpose of
reducing VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds) emission. In Guangdong, regulations have been
implemented since July 1, 2016 to "prohibit oil-based and encourage water-based paint." Areas
outside Guangdong will implement this regulation from April 1, 2017 onwards. Evergreen group
has already begun the trial use of water-based paint on 1,800 TEU at Dalian Plant since 2013,
and will fully cooperate with the above regulations in the future.

(3) Adhesives
Water-based sealants have been used on new dry cargo containers built since 2014. The
use of water-based sealant greatly reduces odor created by the evaporation of solvents, and
minimizes pollution to the atmosphere.

2.1.3 Biodiversity
(1) Environmental impact of ballast
"Ballast" is used to maintain the balance of vessel and hence ensure safety throughout
the course. It works by drawing seawater into a chamber, which may then adjust the trim, the
balance or draft of the vessel, and ensure stability throughout its journey. For safety purpose,
each vessel has numerous ballast chambers positioned at the bottom and along the sides.
Vessels tend to have lighter load at the port of origin, therefore water is pumped into the ballast
chamber to increase draft. At the port of destination, vessels tend to be weighed down by the
load it carries, and therefore water is pumped out of the ballast chamber. With vessels traveling
frequently across the world, thousands of tons of seawater is discharged into foreign seas,
which causes invasion of foreign species to the local environment and may result in irreversible
damages. Furthermore, ballast may also contain viruses or bacteria that are harmful to residents
living close to ports. In view of this hazard, International Maritime Organization (IMO) passed
its International Convention for the Control and Management of Ship's Ballast Water and
Sediments 2004 (BWM Convention) in February 2004, which aimed to introduce more control
and management over ballast water and sediments for the purpose of preventing, reducing, and
ultimately eliminating transfer of hazardous organisms and pathogens along with the risks they
pose to the environment, human health, property, and natural resources.

a ballast water management system (BWMS) that applies sterilization treatment to
ballast water and reduces the number of harmful micro-organisms such as vibrio
cholerae, escherichia coli and enterococci before discharging them into foreign
waters. Evergreen Marine has been actively researching the potentials of installing
ballast treatment equipment in vessels. All existing L-type vessels have already been
fitted with ballast treatment equipment, while plans are being executed to install
these equipment on other ships in 2016, and realize our vision towards a green fleet.
ii. Ballast management programs have been devised for all vessels operated by
Evergreen Marine. The 30 new L-types were already fitted with ballast water
treatment devices at the time of delivery, whereas the S-type, E-type, U-type and
D-type are scheduled to be fitted with ballast treatment device during their next visit
to the drydock. S-type and E-type vessels will adopt the ballast treatment solution
developed by Shanghai Cyeco Environmental Technology Co., Ltd., while U-type
and D-type vessels will be adopting ballast treatment equipment as well. Both of the
above solutions use UV ray to exterminate micro organisms in ballast tanks.
iii. For A-type and P-type vessels, the current plan is to renew their International Oil
Pollution Prevention Certificate (IOPP Certificate) and install ballast treatment
equipment after the convention has taken effect. According to U.S. federal regulation
33 CFR 151, vessels that are without USCG-approved ballast water treatment
equipment may file an application in accordance with USCG BWM Extension CGOES Policy Letter No 13-01 Rev 2 and seek permission from USCG to postpone
installation of ballast water treatment equipment. Extension and postponement
of compliance with certain regulations are approved on a vessel-to-vessel basis
depending on their scheduled visit to the drydock. By the end of 2015/12/31, 3
separate applications had been submitted to USCG to request for extension based
on the current condition of Evergreen Marine's fleet and its business requirements. A
total of 40 vessels were granted the extension.
iv. L-type vessels utilize the latest OptiMarin ballast water treatment system that
completely eliminates micro organisms inside ballast tanks, and therefore prevents
threats to the environment given rise by the exchange of foreign species. All existing
vessels will be fitted with the latest ballast water treatment system in the future for
better protection of ocean life.

(2) Evergreen Marine's existing strategies
i. In view of the upcoming IMO BWM convention, Evergreen Marine has introduced
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Ballast Water Treatment System

At Panama Bay, thousands of humpback whales gather here every year along with six other whale species
to feed and breed.

(2) Protection measures
To effectively avoid collision with whales, vessels can pass through whale habitats either at
reduced speed or by committing to a specific route, giving right whales and other large whale
species more time to swim away and minimize impacts to the whale conservation area. The
following practices are being taken in this regard:

OBS (OptiMarin Ballast System) can operate in the following modes:
rBallasting: Pumps water into the ballast chamber, which is filtered and UV-sterilized in the
process.
rDe-ballasting: Ballast is UV-sterilized and then discharged into the sea.
rStripping: A ballast strip eductor is used to collect the remaining ballast water. Driving
water is filtered through a filtration system and then mixed with the remaining ballast
water before undergoing UV sterilization and discharge.

r At the whale conservation area outlined by
U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service: from
winter to spring in the following year, vessels
will pass through this area at a speed no
faster than 10 knots.
r A t P a n a m a B a y : b e t w e e n A u g u s t
and November 30, 2015, vessels passed
through the area in the designated route at
reduced speed no faster than 10 knots.

1

The area colored in yellow shades is the
whale conservation area outlined by U.S.
National Marine Fisheries Service

2.1.4 Protection of whales
(1) Global preservation of whales:
Amongst the large whale species that have been
classified as endangered, right whales in North Atlantic
Ocean is the most severely threatened species of all.
Despite USA's commitment in protecting right whales in
the last 50 years, there has been no significant increase in
the number of right whales in North Atlantic Ocean in the
last 15 years. Hunting is undeniably one of the reasons
that caused the extinction of many whale species. Apart
from that, many of mankind's maritime activities have also
directly or indirectly endangered the whale population.
Collision with vessel is one of the common causes.
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Adult female right whales have a slow
reproductive cycle, giving birth to one
offspring every four years. The reproductive
system of female right whales is not
developed until the age of eight.

The International Maritime Organization has outlined the yellow routes in an attempt to reduce chances of vessels
colliding with whales.
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2.2 Energy Management
2.2.1 Energy conservation and greenhouse gas reduction

The Company's commitment to energy conservation and carbon reduction has
h been
een
een
reflected in the progressively reducing rate of fuel consumed by its fleet:

Fuel consumption rate of vessel

Sea vessels

21.5
21

The human civilization has advanced largely because of trade activities. Today, sea freight
CEEQWPVUHQTOQTGVJCPQHYQTNF UVTCFGXQNWOGCPFOQTGVJCP75VTKNNKQPQHIQQFUCTG
being transported via sea each year. Although sea freight is the most efficient choice of cargo
transportation, the immense volume of goods transported has also made it a significant source
of pollution to the ocean!

20.5
20
19.5
19
18.5
18

Container ships use heavy oil for fuel. Due to their heavy loads, these ships consume a
sizable amount of fuel. A 8,500-TEU container ship, for example, consumes approximately 55
tons of fuel per day when traveling at 15 nautical miles per hour. For this reason, measures must
be taken early to reduce greenhouse gas emission and prevent further pollution to the ocean.
Evergreen Marine has resolved to all kinds of measures and explored possible vessel
designs to reduce energy consumption, pollution and GHG emission. Statistics on vessel fuel
consumption and GHG emission in recent years are shown below:

Item

Year

Consumption of heavy fuel oil by
ships (tons)
Consumption of marine gas oil by
ships (tons)

2013

2014

2015

26,457

1,746,194

29,640

1,739,380

112,215

18.792

18.66

2014

2015

17.5
17

2013

Unit：g/Teu-Km

The Evergreen fleet has continually reduced its CO2 emission intensity. Intensity level in
2015 (39.756 g/Teu-Km) was 38.31% lower compared to 2007.

g/Teu-Km
110

1,683,787

21.115

103.790

97.421
90.140

95

83.540 82.180

80

79.852
72.362

65

Fleet CO2 emission (tons CO2e)

5,328,139

5,532,678

5,776,194

50
2007

Fleet CO2 intensity (g/Teu-Km)

72.362

64.400

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Year

64.034

Note:
1.CO2 emission is calculated based on total fuel consumed (including marine gas and heavy oil used by main
engine and auxiliary engine) in the year. Intensity is presented as grams of CO2 generated per kilometer traveled
by a 20-foot equivalent unit [CO2 g/Teu-Km]。
2.CO2 coefficient for the fuels involved was taken from ISO8217 Grades DMX through DMC, RME through RMK).
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64.400 64.034

We have adopted the following measures to reduce CO2 intensity:
(1) Allow vessels to travel at reduced speed.
(2) Constant monitoring of vessel fuel consumption and engine conditions, and thereby
keeping the engine at optimal propulsion efficiency.
(3) Provide the fleet with up-to-date weather information, so that they can choose the
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optimal route and avoid bad weather conditions that may adversely affect vessel speed.

Note:

(4) Improve the efficiency of cargo loading/unloading operations, and shorten the time
docked at port.
(5) Allocate vessel load properly for maximum economic benefits.
(6) Apply anti-fouling paint on hull.
(7) Replace old vessels with new.
Customers who wish to know more environmental information about our shipping
operations (such as CO2, SOx, and NOx emission per kilometer TEU between certain ports) can
raise queries to the business representative of our local office. We will be glad to disclose this
information.

1. Diesel statistics in 2015 pertained only to forklifts (SL) and RMGC (TT)
2. Direct GHG emission (diesel) = volume of diesel used (L)*2.615kg(CO2e/L)
Direct GHG emission (gasoline) = volume of gasoline (car fuel) used (L)*2.316kg(CO2e/L)
Emission from gasoline and diesel is measured in CO2e based on coefficient provided by:
Environmental Protection Administration, Executive Yuan
3. Indirect GHG emission: Emission in CO2e per KWH of power * KHW of power consumed
Carbon coefficient per KWH of power:
0.522( kgCO2e/ KWH) in 2013; 0.5210.521( kgCO2e/ KWH) in 2014; 0.528( kgCO2e/ KWH) in 2015.
Source: Environmental Protection Administration, Executive Yuan

GHG emission intensity of Kaohsiung Terminal Division

Year
Item
Total GHG emission (tons CO2e)

GHG emission intensity (tons CO2e)/ move

Surface

2013

2014

2015

20,916.87

23,114.61

24,031.91

0.00318

0.00335

0.00369

Note: GHG emission includes use of machinery at Kaohsiung Terminal Division (scopes 1 and 2).

Kaohsiung Terminal Division
Kaohsiung Terminal Division is an important operational and transshipment center to
Evergreen Marine. Energy consumed at port is mainly the result of crane operation. Dieselpowered machinery often create excessive noise and air pollution. In an attempt to minimize
environmental impact of loading/unloading activities, the container terminal undertook the
2nd phase of its "Electricity powered Tyre Transtainer Improvement Project," which was why
even though the RMGC had operated at an increased 134,350 moves, diesel consumption had
actually decreased in 2015. In the future, Kaohsiung Terminal Division will continue operating
RMGC using electricity, and try to minimize the use of diesel as much as possible. Due to the
switch of machinery power supply and increase in dock operations, container yard operations
and Reefer usage, Kaohsiung Terminal Division purchased more electricity during the year,
which resulted a slight increase in GHG emission in this respect. Fuel consumption, electricity
consumption and greenhouse emission of Kaohsiung Terminal Division in recent years are as
follows:

Year

2013

2014

2015

1,279,637

1,710,270

1,290,407

33,274

32,317

25,262

Direct GHG emission (tons CO2e)

3,423.32

4,547.20

3,432.92

Total power consumption (KWH)

33,512,554

35,638,014

39,013,227

Indirect GHG emission (tons CO2e)

17,493.55

18,567.41

20,598.98

Category

Use of diesel (liters)
Use of gasoline (liters)
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Office buildings
Evergreen Marine has also been active in reducing energy consumption and improving
energy efficiency of its office building located at Nankan, Taoyuan. Energy consumption and
GHG emission in recent years are shown below:

Category

Year

2013

2014

2015

Use of gasoline (liters)

13,996

12,353

9,488

Direct GHG emission (tons CO2e)

32.41

28.61

21.97

Total power consumption (KWH)

7,688,000

7,361,200

6,873,800

Indirect GHG emission (tons CO2e)

4,013.13

3,835.18

3,629.36

GHG emission intensity (tons CO2e)/m2

0.143

0.136

0.129

Energy utilization intensity EUI(EUI; KWH/m2)

274.21

262.55

245.17

Note:
1.Direct GHG emission (gasoline) = volume of gasoline (car fuel) used (L)*2.316kg(CO2e/L)
2.Indirect GHG emission: Emission in CO2e per KWH of power * KHW of power consumed
Carbon coefficient per KWH of power:
0.522( kgCO2e/KWH) in 2013; 0.521( kgCO2e/KWH) in 2014; 0.528( kgCO2e/KWH) in 2015.
Source: Environmental Protection Administration, Executive Yuan
3. GHG emission intensity = kg of carbon emission from purchased electricity/building's total floor area 28,036.4 m2
4. Energy utilization intensity = volume of purchased electricity/building's total floor area 28,036.4 m2
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2.2.2 Energy conservation and carbon reduction results

(4) Daily fleet routing and weather safety meetings:

In 2015, the United Nations passed Agenda for Sustainable Development with a focus
of mitigating climate change around the world. Evergreen Marine is dedicated to energy
conservation and carbon reduction, and has taken the initiative to reduce air pollution and CO2
emission through action.

In addition to monitoring fleet movements in real time, the Company holds fleet routing
and weather safety meetings at 10am each day to coordinate and discuss issues on shipment
schedules and routing. Unlike the old close-ended, isolated management approach, Evergreen
has made all information readily available and transparent to users, and thereby avoids excessive
fuel loss due to improper management of shipment schedule.

Sea vessels: energy conservation and carbon reduction through
weather routing
Weather routing is an attempt to utilize advance weather prediction technologies and
apply more precise, more efficient weather monitoring for the purpose of plotting the optimal
and safest route for long-distance journeys. Weather routing has the potential to minimize
fuel consumption and ensure the timeliness and safety of shipments, which in turn improves a
company's operating performance.

Our practices:
By monitoring weathers at sea, we chart our course to ensure safety while minimize fuel
consumption, and reducing carbon emission in the process. Below are the practices adopted by
Evergreen's fleet:

(1) Optimal route and economic speed suggestion:
By comparing our shipping schedules with the latest weather forecasts, we charter our
courses and plan out cruising speeds in advance that assures us safety and the least fuel
consumption.

(5) Shipment efficiency analysis:
With the help of computer systems, the Company is able to maintain records of ship
performance in each route and compare them with weather information to create a historical
database that would prove useful in subsequent analyses and applications.

(6) Fleet routing and weather safety review meetings
The chartered courses are evaluated on a half-yearly basis, during which the relevant
departments are gathered to review and discuss performances, and contribute towards
improving fleet management.
In 2015, the Evergreen group utilized weather routing on 1,009 journeys, and saved 2,377
tons of fuel during the process.

Evergreen Marine

Evergreen Marine (UK)

Use of weather routing: 355
journeys
Costs saved: 821 tons

Use of weather routing: 272
journeys
Costs saved: 674 tons

Evergreen Marine
(Singapore)
Use of weather routing:
382 journeys
Costs saved: 882 tons

(2) Monitoring of irregular speeds:
We communicate with ship captains on a daily basis to ensure that ships travel near the
target speed we have set, provided that it is safe to do so. This regular monitoring helps us
avoid excessive fuel consumption that caused by ships traveling faster or slower than the optimal
speed.

(3) Application of weather information:
Each ship is fitted with weather routing software to provide the captain with the latest
weather information. This software is also capable of simulating weather and sea conditions
along the course, which allows the captain to make preparations ahead.
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Real example of weather routing used by Evergreen fleet:
On April 7, 2015, Ever Envoy departed Ningbo Port, China and set sail for Port of Tacoma
in the U.S. The ship entered Bering Sea on April 12 as planned, and at that time the weather
report showed a low-pressure area moving quickly from western Pacific past the southern side of
Aleutian Islands. If Ever Envoy was to adhere to its original schedule, it would have encountered
rough weather conditions upon entering Gulf of Alaska, which not only posed danger to the
vessel, but would have delayed the ship's arrival as well.
Based on analysis and calculation of the weather routing system, the captain decided
to reduce the ship's speed, postpone its entry into Gulf of Alaska, and make adjustments for
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its arrival afterwards. Eventually, Ever Envoy was able to avoid the rough seas with a slight
adjustment to its course, and avoided the extra distance and fuel consumption it would have
incurred if the ship was to go around the hazard.

Surface

Based on a post-event analysis, the ship would not have been able to arrive port on-time
and would have consumed 277 tons more fuel if it tried to go around the hazard instead of
reducing speed.

To further conserve energy and reduce CO2 emission, Kaohsiung Terminal Division
undertook phase 2 development of its container yard and has fully deployed E-RTG units that
are powered by land power source instead of diesel engines. Compared to 2014, the use of
E-RTG in 2015 had reduced energy consumption per move by 23%. Operations and energy
consumption of E-RTG units are shown below:

Illustration of energy conservation and carbon reduction results
Apr. 12 - The ship sailed into
Bering Sea, at which time
a low-pressure area was
forming on the southeast
side of Gulf of Alaska.

Kaohsiung Terminal Division

Category

Apr. 14 - Increased speed
temporarily to avoid being
caught up by another lowpressure area forming on
the south side of Aleutian
Islands.
Apr. 15 - After the danger
zone had passed, cruising
speed was adjusted to
make up the scheduled
time of arrival.

2013

2014

2015

1,207,766

1,446,463

1,580,813

consumption
(liters)

687,423

1,163,166

855,723

million joule

26.603*106

45.01*106

33.11*106

consumption
(KWH)

2,553,651

2,246,424

3,087,626

million joule

9.19*106

8.09*106

11.12*106

35.8*106

53.1*106

44.23*106

29.64

36.71

27.98

RTG operational volume(move)

Diesel
Apr. 13 - The ship accepted
the recommendation to
reduce cruising speed and
postpone entry into Gulf
of Alaska, in order to avoid
meeting the low-pressure
area head-on.

Year

Electricity

Total consumption
(in million joules)
Consumption (in million joules)
per Move

Note: 1. One KWH of electricity = 3.6X106 joules; one liter of diesel = 38.7X106 joules

Office building
The Company's Nankan Office Building has been reducing energy consumption through
the following means, which resulted in 6.62% lesser electricity used in 2015 as compared to
2014:
(1) Turn off office lighting for 1 hour during lunch break
(2) Changed lighting equipment at B1 and B2 carpark from T8 (conventional) tubes to T5
(power-saving) tubes, and installed sensors on some of the lighting equipment.
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(3) Replaced 3,280 pieces of 80W PL lighting equipment with 47W LED bulbs. Based
on an estimate of 10 hours power usage per working day, the new solution saves

MARPOL Convention Annex VI - NOx emission restrictions

approximately 1,082,400 watts of power (about 1,100 KWH) each day.

NOx emission restriction,
grams/KWH

(4) Old corporate vehicles were replaced with new models that have been certified for
grade 1 fuel efficiency and environmental friendliness. These new vehicles make more
efficient use of energy, and therefore save more fuel and are more environmental
friendly than vehicles of equivalent class.

2.3 Prevention of Air Pollution
Evergreen Marine complies with world's safety and environmental conventions. While
we dedicate ourselves to preventing pollution, we have also devoted much effort to energy
conservation and carbon reduction as a means to protect the Earth.

2.3.1 NOx analysis

Engine
Engine
130 rounds
rotational
rotational
ŰGPIKPG
speed
speed <130 rotational speed
ű 
rounds
<2000 rounds
rounds

Applicable
stage

Applicable
duration

Tier I

January 1, 2000 -December 31, 2010

17

45．r

Tier II

January 1, 2011 -December 31, 2015

14.4

44．r

Tier III*

January 1, 2016 and
after

3.4

9．r

-0.2

9.8

-0.23

-0.2

7.7
1.96

* Currently, Tier III is applicable only within NOx Emission Control Areas
(Tier II still applies outside Emission Control Areas)

(1) Regulatory requirements
Annex VI of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution From Ships
(MARPOL Convention) has set numerous standards on the level of NOx emission in ship's marine
gas engines. There are 3 tiers to this standard (TIER I, TIER II, TIER III).
Evergreen Marine's L-types were fully delivered in 2015. All L-types conform with Tier II
standards, and there are 38 ships in Evergreen's fleet that conform with Tier I standards.
According to the current Tier III standards, all new vessels built after 2016 must conform
with Tier III emission restrictions when sailing through North American NOx Emission Control
Areas. Since all of Evergreen Marine's ships were built on and before 2015, they are only
required to conform with Tier II standards. Given the prevailing engine technology, NOx Tier
III standards can not be achieved solely by making mechanical adjustments, and would require
the use of external
al equipment. The
T L-types, being Evergreen Marine's latest model, have been
designed with
new emission reduction equipment if the NOx
h spaces reserved to accommodate
acco
Tier III standards
ndards become applicable in the
th future, which makes it a true environmental friendly
vessel.

18
16

NOx
emission
restriction,
grams/
KWH

14
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12
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8
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6
4

Tier III (NOx Emission Control Aress)
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(2) Control measures for NOx emission:

2.3.2 SOx analysis

rAll newly built ships are fitted with engines and power generators that conform with NOx
emission standards applicable at the time (Tier I, Tier II or Tier III).

(1) Regulatory requirements

rAny calibration, parts, or modification capable of affecting NOx emission shall proceed
according to manufacturers' technical specifications. Engines (or power generators)
shall have parameters recorded in details and presented for inspection by the local port
authority to ensure compliance with international conventions.
rOnly parts that conform with manufacturers' "technical specifications" shall be purchased
and used. This is to prevent excess of emission standards caused by use of inappropriate
spare parts. In addition, any spare parts used shall have serial number, date, location
and related information recorded in details in the "engine (or power generator) log" for
tracking purpose.
rCruise at economic speed where possible given the current situation.

rAccording to the new EU directives implemented since January 1, 2010, vessels docked
at any EU port must not carry fuel that has more than 0.1%m/m of sulfur content.
rIMO had tightened the restriction on fuel sulfur content from 4.5% m/m to 3.5% m/m
since January 1, 2012. From January 1, 2015 onwards, fuel sulfur content in SOx Emission
Control Areas have been capped at 0.1% m/m.
rStarting from January 1, 2014, attempts were made to comply with air pollution control
regulations of the State of California by adopting the practice to switch fuel sources used
in engines, power generators, and boilers to marine gas oil with less than 0.1% m/m sulfur
content before entering Californian seas.

rReduce the amount of ballast carried where possible.

rStarting from January 1, 2015, sulfur content of all fuels used in SOx Emission Control
Areas (North Sea, English Channel, Baltic Sea, and North America) must not exceed 0.1%

rMaintain trim for optimal propulsion efficiency.

m/m.
The Evergreen fleet has continually reduced its NOx emission intensity. Intensity level in
2015 was 59.9% lower compared to 2007:

rEvergreen has been participating in China's Shenzhen Port Voluntary Fuel Change
Program since January 1, 2015, in which it agrees to switch to fuel with less than 0.5% m/
m sulfur content when docked at Port of Shenzhen.

g / Teu-Km

rStarting from July 1, 2015, Evergreen has been using fuel with less than 0.5% m/m sulfur
content when docked at Port of Hong Kong.

(2) Control of SOx emission
The Evergreen fleet has duly complied with international laws in reducing SOx emission.
SOx emission intensity is calculated based on total fuel consumed by the fleet. Intensity is
presented as grams of SOx generated per kilometer traveled by a 20-foot equivalent unit [SOx
g/TEU-Km]. Annual total fuel consumption includes all types of fuel consumed (including marine
gas and heavy oil used by main engine and auxiliary engine).
Year
NOx emission = certified emission volume * actual throughput (%) * hours of operation
NOx intensity = NOx emission / number of containers / distance traveled
[Emission certification: the NOx emission registered on EIAPPC (Engine International Air Pollution Prevention
Certificate) indicates the amount (grams) of NOx produced if the engine operates at 1,000-watt throughput for 1
hour]
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SOx emission (grams) = fuel consumption (grams) *sulfur content (%)/100 * 2 (burning
1 gram of sulfur generates 2 grams of SOx). If sulfur content is 3%, then 1 gram of fuel would
contain 0.03 gram of sulfur, and burning it would generate 0.06 gram of SOx.
Sulfur content is based on details of the Bunker Delivery Note presented to the fleet.
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The Evergreen fleet has continually reduced its SOx emission intensity. Intensity level in
Th
2015 was 49.62% lower compared to 2007:

(2) Controlling emission of ODS
All on-board equipment that contain coolants require detailed entries into the engine log
and air conditioner log (or refrigerator log) after every refill / maintenance / service / discharge.
On Evergreen's ships, all types of coolant are subject to detailed recording and
management, whether they are ODS or not.

g / Teu-Km

The Company's environmental friendly vessel (L-Type) uses the latest generation of
environmental friendly coolant that is fully compliant with international air pollution laws without
ozone depletion concerns whatsoever. With a Global Warming Potential (GWP) of less than 2,000,
this new-generation coolant also helps control the greenhouse effect.
Note: ODS:
a. Halon: prohibited
b. CFCs (e.g. R-12): prohibited
c. HCFCs (e.g. R-22): to be prohibited by 2020; R-22 is still being used in part of the Company's fleet

Year

2.4 Management of Water Resources and Waste
2.4.1 Water usage

2.3.3 Ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

Marine

(1) Regulatory requirements

Fresh water onboard vessels is mostly produced by fresh water generators (using seawater
as the source). Ships may require drinking water from land when the fresh water generator is
undergoing repair, maintenance, cleaning etc, or when the engine is stopped or if the ship is
traveling on certain route or docked at port.

Ozone depletion is the depletion of ozone in the stratosphere (the ozone layer). The
phenomenon began in the 1970s, and since then the ozone content has been depleting at 4%
every decade.
Depletion of the ozone layer was mainly caused by the decomposition effects that chloride
and bromide have on ozone. These halogen elements originate mainly from chlorofluorocarbons
(CFC) released from Earth's surface from a product named Freon.
The ozone layer is known for its effect of blocking UV ray (wavelength of 270-315 nm), and
a broken ozone layer would increase the amount of UV ray passing through the atmosphere,
increasing the chance of diseases such as skin cancer, cataract etc. UV ray may also cause
the extinction of some species such as sea plankton, which is why the Montreal Protocol has
specifically prohibited the production of CFC and ozone-depleting substances.
During the 58th meeting of IMO's Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC)
held on October 10, 2008, an amendment to MARPOL Convention Annex VI was passed and
scheduled to be effected on July 1, 2010.
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Category

Year

Fresh water supplied to ships

2013

2014

2015

131,270 tons

108,239 tons

99,848 tons

land water: The captain will replenish drinking water and fresh water at suitable ports (depending on quality/price)
along the route as needed.

Surface
Kaohsiung Terminal Division
Due to water rationing by the water company in 2015, Kaohsiung Terminal Division had
limited its container cleaning service and hence reduced the volume of water used. To achieve
the water reduction target, the Company plans to replace air conditioning units of its port office
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to air-cool models by the end of April 2016, and thereby reduce the amount of water used in
cooling.

Category

Year

Annual usage of fresh water

2013

2014

2015

20,040
cubic meters

35,982
cubic meters

30,949
cubic meters

Men's and women's restrooms in the office building have all been fitted with sensoractivated taps for better conservation effect. However, due to increases in the number of officer
workers, there had been a slight increase in water usage.

Year

Annual usage of fresh water

2013

2014

2015

24,968
cubic meters

25,891
cubic meters

25,965
cubic meters

2.4.2 Effluent management
Marine
Vessels cruising at sea may generate the following types of effluent:

(1) Engine room bilge water:
Must be treated using oil-water separators that conform with "International Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution From Ship," and discharged at cruising speed at less than 15ppm
(PPM is a measurement for concentration; this figure means that the level of oil in effluents
must not exceed 15 millionths). Furthermore, water can be discharged only when the ship is
outside the Antarctic area.
The fleet of Evergreen Marine Corp. has complied with the convention and installed oilwater separators to treat this type of effluent. In addition, the fleet discharges engine room bilge
water at 15/25 nautical mile away from shore, which is more stringent than what the convention
requires.

(2) Sewage
rEffluent from restrooms or drainage pipes;
rEffluent from basins, tubs and drainage pipes of the medical section (infirmary, ward etc);
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rMixture of the above effluents.
The fleet of Evergreen Marine Corp. complies with "International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution From Ship," and discharges sewage only after treatment at 15/25 nautical
mile away from shore, which is more stringent than what the convention requires. Sewage is kept
in storage tanks when the ship is less than 15/25 nautical mile away from shore.

(3) Greywater: refers to effluents from dish washing, showering, laundry, bathing, and sink.

Office buildings

Category

rEffluent from areas with live cargo; or

It does not include effluents from restroom, infirmary or cargo area. The International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution From Ship currently does not regulate treatment
of greywater. However, the Company has been operating above convention requirements by
installing greywater tanks onboard ships. Greywater is stored in tanks and is not discharged
when the ship is less than 15/25 nautical mile away from shore.

The Evergreen fleet has duly complied with international conventions with regards to the
discharge of effluents. The Company currently does not keep records on the volume of effluents
discharged by vessels.

Surface
Kaohsiung Terminal Division
Kaohsiung Terminal Division has water treatment facilities in place to treat sewage (effluents)
from container cleaning and machinery maintenance activities. Effluent is discharged into the sea
only if it meets the required standards.

Category

Year

Volume of effluents treated (CMD)

2015
1,253.78

Explanation: Kaohsiung Terminal Division (Area 4 and Area 5) is being used as a container freight
station. It generates pollutive effluents from the cleaning of containers. The water
treatment facilities installed at Area 4 had received its effluent permit on March 27,
2015; water treatment facilities at Area 5 was granted the effluent permit later on
November 4, 2015 and has begun operations since then.

Water pollution efforts of Kaohsiung Terminal Division:
The water treatment plant at pier 115 is currently undergoing certification ; Meanwhile, a
PGYYCVGTVTGCVOGPVRNCPVKUDGKPIDWKNVCVRKGTYKVJCVQVCNEQUVQH06OKNNKQPCPFKU
expected to begin operation in early November 2016. These two water treatment plants are
mainly responsible for processing effluents generated from the maintenance plant and container
cleaning activities, and making sure that they conform with standards for discharge.
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2.4.3 Waste management

wooden boxes, cartons, used paper napkins and other non-recyclable and non-reusable waste.
Combustible garbage is incinerated onboard the ship, and ashes gathered from the incinerator
are properly treated to avoid building up toxic pollutants, and are later handed over to certified
contractors for further treatment.

Marine
Fleet waste management
The ocean covers 78% of Earth's surface, and in recent decades, it has succumbed to
numerous threats such as global warming, chemical pollution, and waste pollution. The impact
of waste (including plastics) on ocean life is a particularly alarming topic to the world. According
to a report published by World Economic Forum (WEF) in early 2016, the total weight of waste
dumped into the ocean is expected to exceed the total weight of fish in the ocean by 2050.
As a user of ocean resources, we have an obligation to minimize our environmental impact and
reduce the amount of waste being dumped into the ocean. Every type of solid or liquid waste
generated by our vessels, such as general garbage, maintenance waste, medical waste, waste
with oil content, bilge water, waste oil, waste water etc, has been planned ahead and handled
according to international as well as local environmental protection laws. The Evergreen fleet has
a garbage manual that outlines how each type of waste is handled. Crews are being required to
maintain detailed records of waste treatment and comply with environmental regulations.

(1) Incinerator ash analysis
The Company adopts a garbage management policy that classifies garbage into
combustible and non-combustible types. Combustible garbage may include greased cloth,

(2) Plastic waste analysis
International regulations currently do not prohibit combustion of plastic packaging
materials or plastic bottles using on-ship incinerators that conform with the requirements of
MEPC resolution 107(49). However, as part of our mission to keep the oceans blue and the sky
clean, Evergreen has prohibited combustion of plastic packaging materials and plastic bottles
by its fleet. All plastic garbage produced on ship must be unloaded at dock for recycling and
reuse. All Evergreen ships have been fitted with large-capacity water filtration equipment to
ensure the quality and cleanliness of drinking water served onboard the ship. To minimize plastic
garbage, crews are discouraged from bringing bottled beverages onboard. Owing to the
crews' commitment to our cause, the amount of plastic waste generated onboard ships have
significantly reduced in the last few years.

Environmental protection data /
plastic waste analysis / statistical chart

Environmental protection data / incinerator ash analysis / statistical chart

Year
Year
Total quantity
Avg. quantity(per ship)

60.580

32.770

27.250

23.960

26.620

32.210

43.220

61.055

68.457

0.3365

0.2958

0.3286

0.3703

0.4483

0.5706

0.6167

Total volume of incinerator ash: Volume recorded in 2015 was 13.01% higher than 2007, and 12.124%
higher than 2014
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Total quantity
Avg. quantity(per ship)

789

688

538

486

441

448

488

517

511

6.647

6.001

5.459

5.091

4.984

4.834

4.604

Plastic waste: volume recorded in 2015 was 35.24% lesser than 2007, and 1.16% lesser than 2014
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(3) Oil waste analysis
All powered machinery onboard ships use heavy oil for fuel, and generate tons of
combustible oil waste during the process. The on-ship incinerator is basically designed to process
oil waste, but in order to minimize air pollution, we have contracted barge services to recover oil
waste and have it reused at government-certified processing agents. The crews have also been
active in the regular maintenance of engines, power generators and auxiliary boilers, thereby
maintain fuel combustion efficiency and reduce oil waste to the desired level.

Environmental protection data / oil waste analysis / statistical chart

that covers all hazardous waste and solid garbage generated onboard ships. It includes
udes five main
procedures, namely: collection, treatment, storage, disposal, and documentation. Stainless stee
steel
garbage bins have been deployed throughout all Evergreen ships. They are marked
ed clearly for
easier sorting, and have been conveniently
Medical waste offloaded in 2015
positioned so that crews and visitors may
dispose garbage into designated bins and
45
40
not into the ocean.
40
35
30
25
20
15

47,000

10

46,000

6

5

45,000

0

Singapore

44,000

Hong Kong

A total of 46 offloads were made in 2015

43,000
42,000

Evergreen Marine has followed the
terms of MARPOL Convention Annex VI
and developed fleet garbage management
programs accordingly. In addition to
reducing waste and hazardous substances
as stated in Annex VI, the Company
generally encourages to have waste
recovered onshore and sorted for reuse
and recycling purpose.

Surface

41,000
40,000
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total quantity

46934.4

43397.7

43565.1

42928.8

44991.3

41912.4

42162.1

Avg. quantity(per ship)

579.44

535.77

537.84

487.83

459.09

391.71

379.84

Year

Total oil waste: Volume recorded in 2015 was 10.17% lesser than 2009, and 0.6% higher than 2014
Per-ship average: Volume recorded in 2015 was 34.45% lesser than 2009, and 3.03% lesser than 2014

Kaohsiung Terminal Division

Category

Year

2013

2014

2015

We have duly executed garbage
General waste
sorting and resource recycling as a
169.82
393.8
206.96
(tons)
means to reduce waste. General garbage
is handed over to the Environmental Recyclable/reusable 187.93 441.36
426.2
waste (tons)
Protection Administration for incineration
or landfill. Recyclable/reusable waste generated from maintenance equipment is sold to certified
grade-B recyclers, whereas wires and cables are collected by certified grade-A recyclers.

(4) Onshore offload of medical waste
All Evergreen vessels have infirmaries and medical instruments and supplies onboard
for emergency medical care. Outdated medical supplies and drugs are offloaded at shore.
In general, a ship makes at least one onshore offload of medical waste each year. Medical
waste and outdated drugs are handed over to service providers or processors designated by
government authorities. The Evergreen fleet plans its stops depending on the route traveled.
Currently, medical waste can be offloaded at Hong Kong, Singapore and Los Angeles;. If the
route covers none of the three ports mentioned above, the waste would be temporarily sealed
onboard until the service route changes to one that docks at one of the above ports.
To comply with marine garbage pollution requirements stated in various international
environmental conventions, we have developed a robust fleet garbage management program
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Office buildings

Year
Category
General
Waste bins labeled "general
waste
waste," "paper," "metal," "glass,"
Resource
and "plastic" have been deployed
recycling

2013

2014

75.83 tons 76.2 tons

2015
45 tons

4.95 tons 5.36 tons 9.01 tons
throughout offices to facilitate garbage
sorting by employees. In addition, employees are being required to wash, squash and sort the
recycled garbage, and thereby saving cost on garbage processing while improving the quality of
our recycling efforts.
General waste produced from office buildings is collected by certified professional service
providers for incineration.
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3. Safety in Service and Winning Customers' Trust
"Personnel, vessel and cargo safety" are the three main missions to Evergreen Marine's
shipping operations. The Company exercises safety management for the goal of achieving "zero
injury," "zero incident," and "zero cargo loss." While we take initiative in preventing accidents at
sea and pollution to the environment, we also maintain a robust network to provide top quality
services to our customers, and value our relationships with local suppliers and contractors. We
seek growth not only in ourselves, but across the entire supply chain as well.

3.1 Safety in Service
Evergreen Marine revises fleet safety management practices constantly in order to keep up
with changing regulations around the world. Meanwhile, the Evergreen Seafarer Training Center
provides crew members with the ongoing training they need to implement "safe work culture"
throughout the Evergreen fleet. Before commencing any assignment, employees would perform
stringent risk assessments and take precautions to minimize accidents.

Fleet safety
The Company's safety management policies and "SQE Manual" have been established
based on four international maritime conventions. All Evergreen vessels have an "International
Ship and Port Facility Security Code" (ISPS Code) and a "Ship Security Plan" to guide their
safety, security, and training practices, which in turn ensures the safety and security of personnel,
vessel and cargo.
rCrew

security awareness and responsibility training

All ship crews are required to undergo training at Evergreen Seafarer Training
Center before commencing service onboard ships. The courses cover a broad range
of topics including: International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification
and Watch-keeping for Seafarers (STCW), security and accountability training required
by the 2010 Manila Amendments, professional skills training and pre-job lectures.
Qualified instructors have been assigned to teach employees the relevant work skills, risk
assessment techniques, regulatory knowledge, and relevant case studies. Crew members
are required to obtain certificates before commencing service onboard ships, which is
to ensure their understanding of safety management systems and conventions that they
must abide at sea, and hence promote safety culture throughout the fleet.
All Evergreen vessels are required to organize annual simulations and rehearsals
for pirate attacks according to "Ship Security Plan" and "Best Management Practice
V4" (BMP4), and engage the headquarter in two-way simulations according to the SQE
Manual. These exercises are intended to promote safety awareness and emergency
response among crews.

rOperational

risk assessment and near-miss report

Before commencing any operations, crew members are required
d to perform
thorough risk assessments so that every employee is aware of the potential dangers
ers
associated with each task. Officers are responsible for assessing risks and maintaining
safety control during operations. The Company has auditors who conduct regular checks
on work logs, deck logs and engine logs in order to gain insight into risk assessment
activities onboard ships.
Near-miss reports: near-miss report is one of the mechanisms used in safety
management, and is considered a proactive safety practice. Near-miss reports give us
an opportunity to correct our errors before
Year
Near-miss reports
occupational hazards occur. Every nearmiss report is investigated and reviewed by
59
2012
a group of well-experienced port captains,
92
2013
whose responsibility is to identify near-misses
91
2014
of significant value and communicate them to
other vessels, so that crews may stay alert and
35
2015
prevent similar occurrence.
rPort

control and inspection

In an attempt to promote safety at sea while protect the ocean environment and
ensure seafarers' living and working conditions, the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) has established a set of rules called Port State Control (PSC) that countries
may follow to control port operations. The PSC requires port authorities to inspect
the condition and equipment of all visiting vessels for compliance with international
conventions, and to inspect vessels for safety and pollution control in order to eliminate
substandard ships. These practices ensure that only vessels that are safe and friendly to
ocean life and crew may sail at sea. In addition to internal inspections conducted by the
Company, vessels are also subject to external annual inspections by the International
Association of Classification Societies and the flag state. Evergreen's extensive shipping
routes have exposed the fleet to inspections by port authorities all over the world;
over time, we were able to refine our fleet management practices through the findings
discovered in each inspection.

rResponse and rehearsal for pirate attacks
Evergreen vessels take precautions according to BMP4 when sailing through risky
waters that are prone to pirate attacks or robbery. The Company assesses risk of pirate
attack based on a number of factors such as ship type, freeboard, season, etc. Armed
security may be hired to escort vessels through high-risk waters if necessary.
The Maritec Department has specialists assigned to gather information on pirate
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activities and suspicious pirate ship movements on a daily basis, and advises Evergreen
vessels to stay alert and take precautions against nearby threats in a timely manner. In
addition, analyses published by the International Maritime Bureau (IMB) on pirate attacks
and robbery are disseminated to Evergreen vessels on a weekly basis to help raise security
awareness among the sea crew.
Between 2012 and 2015, the Evergreen fleet encountered no incident of stowaway,
terrorist attack, pirate attack, or smuggling.
As a member of the international safety chain, Evergreen Marine is bound by
international conventions to uphold security in every detail of its shipping operation. In
2012, Evergreen Marine obtained a certificate for Authorized Economic Operator (AEO)
that entitles the Company to privileges such as simplified customs clearance. AEO also
requires the Company to conduct annual internal inspections on physical safety, procedural
safety and information safety using prescribed standards, and through these exercises, the
Company is able to further complete its safety management system and satisfy customers'
demand for safety while reducing risks to personnel, vessel and cargo to a greater extent.

Cargo safety
rShipping rules
Evergreen Marine has implemented "Customer Cargo Policy" as a means of
ensuring safety in shipping service and in customers' cargo. All customers were able to
comply with the above policy in their request for shipping service, and no violation had
occurred in this regard.

Regulated
issues

Safety concerns

Practical measures

Coiled steel, damage during
power cable inland transport and

To prevent container

for safety concerns

Shipment service is provided only to U.S. ports. The
Company will decline loading request if customer requests
to have cargo transported to destinations outside the
discharging port using U.S. railway or local truck services.

To prevent loading
cargo beyond
container's tolerance

Customers will be notified if cargo weight exceeds tolerance,
and loading activities will be halted until customer reduces
cargo weight to within the container's capacity.

To prevent danger
in loading and
unloading activities

Prior to accepting special containers, customers are required
to provide detailed dimension and weight, which must not
exceed the sizes and weights acceptable at the respective
ports. Customers will be notified and loading will be declined
if the cargo size or weight does not conform with relevant
rules.

Overweight
containers

Special
containers
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rLabeling of dangerous goods
Sea freight is an integral part of
international trade. All major ports around
the world have regulations that govern the
import and export of dangerous goods.
According to the terms of International
Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG
Code), dangerous goods must be properly
labeled during shipment, for purposes
such as warning and ease of identification.
The IMDG Code has sophisticated rules
regarding the labeling of dangerous
goods, which is why most customers are
unable to meet its requirements. The
Company has implemented policies on
the labeling, procurement and distribution
of dangerous goods as part of its service
to customers. Customers are given
appropriate labels for the dangerous
goods they intend to ship, and these
labels are fully compliant with the size and
quality requirements specified in IMDG
Code to convey clearly the danger of cargo inside containers.

rCompliance
In 2015, the Company committed no violation against local/international laws in
its shipping activity that resulted in fines. The Company's fleet and port offices have
adhered strictly to operating procedures, and there had been no severe leakage
of oil, fuel, waste, or chemical substance in 2015 that constituted violation against
environmental regulation or resulted in significant fines.

Personnel safety
As a global container shipping service provider, Evergreen Marine has developed a
robust safety/quality/environmental management system to ensure the safety of its vessels
and personnel while transporting around the world. The Company devotes great attention to
the safety, hygiene and environmental friendliness of all its vessels and land crew. Its business
philosophy of challenge, innovation and teamwork has been incorporated into its occupational
health and safety culture to promote a safe, hazard-free workplace.
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Employees' safety and health are part of our responsibilities, for which we have made the
following commitments:

Ongoing
improvements
Full-scale
participation

The Company has an "Occupational Safety & Health Department" that specializes in the
establishment, planning, supervision, and promotion of safety and health issues. The department
also provides guidance to others on the implementation of related policies. The Company has
also assembled a "Safety and Health Committee" that holds meetings once every three months.
The President assumes the role of Chief committee while workers' representative, occupational
safety and health personnel and related technicians, medical staff etc make up the rest of the
committee members. There are a total of 16 workers' representatives who account for 67% of
the 24 committee members. The number of workers' representatives has far exceeded the onethird requirement stipulated in Regulations Governing Occupational Health and Safety.
The Occupational Safety & Health Department is responsible for reviewing, coordinating,
and advising on all safety and health related issues within the Company, such as: establishment
of occupational safety and health policies, training of fire safety team, and organizing safety
and health training programs. Committee members are able to develop consensus through
discussion and implement resolutions accordingly. Following the latest revision of occupational
health and safety regulations and implementation of central management systems, the
Occupational Safety & Health Department engaged workers' representatives to amend
the "Safety & Health Code of Conduct" and submitted it for acknowledgment by Northern
Occupational Health and Safety Center, Ministry of Labor, Executive Yuan (registration number:
B103006572). This code of conduct has been implemented following a public announcement.
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Below is an analysis of occupational hazards of Evergreen Marine Corp. in 2012-2015:

Year

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total work hours

2,563,502

2,715,371

3,043,181

3,104,047

Total incident count

5

3

5

7

No. of fatal incidents

1

-

-

-

5

3

5

7

6,179

251

327

421

1.95

1.10

1.64

2.26

2,410

92

107

136

2.17

0.32

0.42

0.55

Item

Emphasis
on safety
discipline
Respect
the value
of life

Occupational hazards, incidents and improvements

No. of disabling
injuries
Total days lost due to
disabling injuries
Disabling injury
frequency rate (FR)
Disabling injury
severity rate (SR)
Frequency-severity
indicator (FSI)

rOccupational safety training and education
Kaohsiung Terminal Division organizes regular training for container yard workers,
and has orientation courses available to help new recruits develop basic work safety
awareness and operational skills. Employees are required to undergo training regularly to
familiarize themselves with procedures and therefore minimize errors.
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In order to minimize work accidents and promote safe practice, Kaohsiung Terminal
Division has been actively engaging contractors in quarterly coordination meetings
to discuss incidents that have happened in the current quarter (including near-misses,
financial losses, and work accidents). Corrective/preventive measures are raised during
this period and followed up subsequently.
Furthermore, damage prevention
seminars are organized from time
to time to help mid-level and
senior managers develop damage
prevention capacity, and thereby
ensure sustainability and ongoing
improvement within the organization.
Seven course sessions were held in
2015 to a total trainee size of 102.

rHealth promotion
Employees are a precious capital to the Company, one that we have sought to care
for by arranging physical and general health checkups. The Company also has nursing
staff stationed on site to promote health management, prevention of occupational
hazard, and various other health issues. The Company offers 25 social clubs that are
focused on "ball games, healthy living, and recreational activities," and has fitness
equipment available at Taipei, Nankan and Kaohsiung offices. Group exercises have been
scheduled at 3pm each day to help relieve employees' stress while at the same time
enhance working relations and health conditions for greater competitiveness.
In 2015, the Company coordinated with local health authorities to organize cancer
screening for four common cancers. In the future, the Company will be accompanying
occupational health and safety authorities to conduct physical visits at workplaces, and
organizing weight management and fitness programs for employees.
Whether in terms of software, hardware or personnel deployment, the Evergreen fleet
has been duly approved by the authority of the flag state and certified by third parties for
compliance with Maritime Labour Convention, which ensures protection for ship crews in
regards to employment condition, working/resting hours, facilities, entertainment, food, heath,
medical care, welfare, and social security. The Evergreen fleet sails to far corners of the world,
which is why the Company subjects every vessel to health inspection every six months. Ship
Sanitation Control Exemption Certificates (SSCEC) have been obtained as proof of compliance
to international sanitation standards.
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For safety assurance, ship crews are required to undergo physical checkups before
commencing service onboard ships. There are three major emphases to Evergreen's seafarer
health promotion program:
1. Comprehensive medical equipment - all ships are stocked with medical supplies and
instruments that conform with IMO's requirements.
2. Onshore medical and first-aid training - every officer is required to undergo basic
medical and first-aid training before commencing service onboard ships, so that they
can assure the safety and health of crews onboard during their assignment.
3. Evergreen Clinic Department - the department operates 24 hours a day to provide
medical consultation. When ship crews are rendered in need of emergency medical
assistance at sea, whether due to accident or illness, the captain may contact the Clinic
Department using satellite phone or email to obtain immediate guidance from the
physician on shift. Patient's conditions can also be followed up in similar manner.

3.2 Winning of Customers' Trust
Evergreen Marine believes service to be the key in assuring customers' satisfaction and
loyalty, which is why it has always been committed to offering top quality service to customers,
and perfecting every service detail with integrity, action, professionalism, passion, and vision.
We pay great attention to customers' needs, and are constantly finding ways to refine
service quality through regular satisfaction surveys and the complaints we handle. Meanwhile,
innovations such as e-commerce and One-Stop Service have been introduced to improve service
efficiency to customers' satisfaction.
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convey best practices. Managers are assigned afterwards to supervise the improvement and
avoid repeated mistakes.
Apart from internal assessments, the Company also arranged quarterly surveys on
customers' satisfaction towards "Professionalism" and "Service Manners" in 2015, using a
variety of means such as face-to-face interviews, E-mail and fax. Out of the 1,069 valid samples,
customers rated our overall service performance at 4.74, which was higher than the 4.5 minimum
that Evergreen Marine had imposed upon itself. This score represented how satisfied customers
were toward our services. The 2015 questionnaire added a new question: "Are you satisfied
with how our booking staff have communicated with you?" which the customers responded
most favorably towards "Booking officer's communication" and "Service attitude," followed by
"Accuracy of documents," "professionalism," and "Accuracy of shipping fee calculations." The
aspect with the lowest score was "Timing of B/L verification."

3.2.1 Customer satisfaction survey
In an attempt to enhance professionalism and service manners of the customer service
personnel, Evergreen Marine launched a "customer service management project" that applies
the Plan → Do → Check → Action cycle to employees' training, making them ready for the
actual service. Customer service personnel are being trained internally (on professional conducts
and service manners) on an ongoing basis, while operational indicators and standards have been
used and reviewed regularly to evaluate current practices on many levels and identify areas of
weakness that can be improved upon.
We view customers' opinions to be a key element of ensuring service quality, which is why
we regularly conduct external customer satisfaction surveys and try to identify customers' needs
and areas we may improve upon through the feedbacks they give us. In doing so, we not only
assure our service quality, but also create differences from peers that would ultimately win the
trust and long-term support of our customers.
In 2015, Evergreen Marine conducted quarterly internal assessments on the
"Professionalism" and "Service Manners" of employees under the Customer Service Division in
Taiwan. The 128 subjects sampled for this assessment scored an average of 4.98 (out of a total
of 5), and all of whom were able to meet the required standards. The Company makes service
quality as part of its internal audit process, and takes this opportunity to uncover potential errors
that the Customer Service Division personnel might be making. For every defect discovered,
the Company would demand immediate correction and arrange training courses to review and
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"Timing of B/L verification" was customers' least satisfied aspect, and although the scores
were not unsatisfactory, customers' comments did indeed highlight rooms for improvement. An
investigation revealed that most of the time the problem was due to: lateness in customer's B/
L instruction, lateness in customer's container release, and excessive volume of B/L instructions
being processed at peak hours. Simply put, the instructions were too many to be processed
within the limited time given. As a solution, we continue to communicate with customers on
the importance of producing B/L instructions at an earlier time, so that we can improve on the
"Timing of BL verification" to the benefit of both parties.

3.2.2 Improvement of customer satisfaction
Protection of customer privacy
With regards to the protection of customers' privacy, the Company has implemented a
Personal Information Protection Act training program and requires all employees to not only
complete the training, but execute personal information protection as well. As of the date of
report, all departments were able to protect customers' privacy as demanded in the Personal
Information Protection Act. The Company committed no violation against customers' privacy,
and there had been no loss or leakage of customers' information or violation of related laws in
2015.

E-commerce service
Driven by its innovative thinking towards "Global Vision, Localized Service," Evergreen
Marine took the initiative to coordinate with offices around the world and integrate computer
data across upstream and downstream partners, and launched several e-commerce services
including the "All-in-One Service" and the mobile commerce system. These services offer
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customers the ability to book shipping space, produce/amend bill of lading, manage shipments,
and process documents online through a single portal (http://www.shipmentlink.com/tw/).
Functionality and features of this service are as follows:

Features of
e-commerce
service

Features

All-In-One Service

1. Convenient online document
browsing and printing
2. User-friendly and customized
user interface

Mobile commerce
1. Container tracking
2. Shipment schedule inquiry
3. E-mail cargo release inquiry
4. Global office contact
5. Vessel status inquiry
6. Latest Evergreen news

The Company is currently promoting e-commerce service as a more accurate and more
efficient solution for data processing, and a paper-less and less time-consuming alternative to
the conventional approach. The digital approach also eliminates the possibility of bad reception,
while at the same time enables customization to satisfy customers with different needs.
Furthermore, in order to provide customers with more humane services, the Company
has launched a "One-Stop Service" program where every call from customer is picked up by a
customer service personnel who learns customer's request in great details and offers the most
satisfactory response and service.

3.2.3 Complaint handling
If a customer raises complaint through the Company's web page, the handler will
determine the applicable department and refer the complaint via e-mail. The department that
the complaint is referred to will be required to respond within five days.

Complaint web pages:
1)http://www.shipmentlink.com/tw/Contact us
2)http://www.evergreen-marine.com/tcc1/jsp/TCC1_Contact.jsp?en=n
In 2015, the Company received four feedbacks from Taiwanese customers through the
web page. These feedbacks were mainly to compliment or complain about the efficiency of
their service contacts, which the accountable department had already responded according to
operating rules, analyzed complaints and adopted proper corrective measures.

3.3 Introduction to Supply Chain
The Company engages a number of suppliers in order to provide customers the most
complete global shipping services. As shown in the figure below, the Company had business
relationship with 1595 suppliers in 2015. Suppliers such as shipbuilders, barge service (including
river barge) providers, railway companies, and trucking companies are local businesses at
locations where services are required.

Upstream

Mid-stream

Shipbuilder (1)
Port machinery
manufacturer (12)
Container
manufacturer (7)
Container leasing
company (15)
Stock yard
and container (1175)

Downstream
River barge (92)

Evergreen
Marine

Sea barge (116)
Railway company (60)
Trucking company
(115)
Insurance
company (2)

Note: Evergreen Marine's suppliers are chosen and replaced according to policy. There was no significant change
in suppliers in 2015.
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Number/region of main suppliers
Area
862

America
China
Asia
Europe/
Mediterranean/
Africa

Quality

303

Supplier
assessment
for impacts
on society

260
170

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000 Number

Supplier
assessment
for labor and
human rights
issues

Service

Supplier
assessment

Supplier
environmental
assessment

Supplier audit
rAssessment of existing suppliers
The Company has assessment guidelines in place to evaluate the performance of its
suppliers. Qualified suppliers that have actual business dealings with the Company and
are capable of affecting the Company's service quality are subjected to assessments at
least once a year. Suppliers that are unable to undergo regular assessments because of
their special business nature or product feature are assessed once in the year business is
conducted.
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Examination

Price

To understand suppliers' practices with regards to social responsibilities, the
Company issued questionnaires in 2015 that surveyed suppliers' conducts on a
number of aspects including environment, labor practices, human rights, and social
responsibilities overall. The survey returned 131 valid responses (all questionnaires were
recovered), and the following is an analysis of responses made by suppliers in regards to
environmental, labor practice, human rights, and social aspects. Suppliers' responses will
be taking into consideration when choosing supply sources in the future.
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Supplier environmental assessment

Supplier assessment for impacts on society

Number

Number

Yes
No
Yes
No
Environmental
protection policy

Environmental
protection
management system

Execution of anti-corruption, anti-bribery, fair competition,
and business integrity policy

Environmental
incident

In 2015, the Company's Maritec Department conducted on-site assessments at 8 waste oil
recyclers located in Tianjin, Qingdao, Shanghai, Ningbo, Xiamen, Shekou (Shenzhen) and Yantian
(Shenzhen). Thorough inspections were made on suppliers' vessels, factories, business license,
equipment, procedures, cleanliness, and emergency plans for compliance with local regulations.
Photos were taken during the inspection for evidence.

Supplier assessment for labor and human rights issues
Number

Based on the results of the assessment, all suppliers were able to conform with the
Company's requirements and exhibited excellent performance. No incident had occurred in
2015.

rAssessment of new suppliers

Yes
No
Employment
practices and
human rights
policy
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Overtime pay/
paid annual
leave

Use of
child
labor

Union and
collective
bargaining

Public and
worker
accident
insurance

Prior to engaging suppliers in business dealings, the Company conducts a series of
assessments to determine whether suppliers were previously involved in environmental
and social incidents. A supplier's ability to commit to the corporate social responsibilities
of both parties and prevent significant impacts to the environment and community
from which supply is sourced have become a key consideration for the Company. When
signing contract with a supplier, the Company makes sure that the terms are drafted in
a way that binds the supplier to the corporate social responsibilities of both parties, and
entitles the Company to terminate the contract at any time if the supplier is found to
have violated such policies or caused significant impacts to the environment or society
from which supply is sourced.
In the future, Evergreen will expand its supplier assessment to incorporate more
field audits and cover broader aspects such as environment, society and human rights.
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4. Care for Employees and Construction of
Taiwan's Maritime Talent Development Platform
4.1 Attracting Talents
The Company continues to strengthen competitive advantage by recruiting top talents to
support its global business expansion, advanced vessels, new alliance, and optimized service
routes. Total employee headcount has been rising in the last three years. As of December
31, 2015, Evergreen Marine (Taiwan) had 1,547 employees. 1,238 of whom were land crew
and comprised entirely of local residents. The land crew was mainly responsible for managing
shipowner's business activities and operating the container terminal at Kaohsiung, and averaged
41 in age. The size of sea crew totaled 309, of which 247 were local residents and 62 were
foreigners (including Chinese). The following is a classification of employees by crew category
and gender:

Year

Total

5

1399

Total
headcount

329

9

1517

302

7

1547

Sea crew

Female

Male

Female

2013

873

240

281

2014

911

268

2015

939

299

The land crew is hired entirely under the Company's name. With exception of three
temporary employees (including 1 female), all key positions are undertaken by permanent staff.
The Company did not hire contract employees, and permanent staff accounted for 99.8% of land
crew. All employees are protected under Labor Standards Act. Below is an analysis of existing
employees by gender, age, and roles in 2015:

Age
distribution

Academic
background
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Category

Role
distribution

Regional
distribution

Land crew
Male

Employee

Grade
distribution

Headcount
Male
Female

Subtotal

Percentage

60 and above

79

1

80

5.2%

50-59

194

14

208

13.4%

40-49

379

73

452

29.2%

30-39

337

138

475

30.7%

20-29

252

80

332

21.5%

Masters Degree

121

29

150

9.7%

University

717

218

935

60.4%

College

246

50

296

19.1%

High (vocational)
school

137

8

145

9.4%

unior high school
and below

20

1

21

1.4%

Senior managers

71

4

75

4.8%

Mid-level managers

111

9

120

7.8%

Entry-level managers

271

41

312

20.2%

Non-managerial role

788

252

1040

67.2%

Business

181

15

196

12.7%

Specialist

243

91

334

21.6%

Management

191

178

369

23.9%

Technical

324

15

339

21.9%

Sea crew

302

7

309

20.0%

Taiwan

1179

306

1485

96.0%

Asia

62

0

62

4.0%

-

1241

306

1547

100.0%

Equal and dignified work environment
As the leader of the shipping industry, Evergreen Marine is especially aware of its social
responsibilities. The Company has always prohibited against the use of child labor, and
attempted to eliminate discrimination in employment on the policy and procedural level. Regular
labor-management meetings are held to maintain proper communication with stakeholders.
Steps have been taken to ensure fairness in employees' compensation, training, appraisal,
and promotion. Lastly, the Company obeys the core value of "Universal Declaration of Human
Rights" and "Conventions of International Labor Organization," and never stops or interferes
employees' freedom of association.
Crews are treated equally onboard ships, whether they are from Taiwan, China, Philippines,
Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, or Panama. They have demonstrated the ability to respect and
tolerate each other's religion, dining habits and traditions, while working together to accomplish
the tasks assigned. There had been no incident or complaint regarding discrimination of
ethnicity, religion or gender, forced labor, or any violation against the rights of indigenous people
in the workplace in 2015.
According to "Labor Standards Act," child labor refers to a worker aged 15 years or above
but is less than 16 years of age; the regulation also prohibits hiring of workers less than 15 years
of age for physical works. The Company's current recruitment criteria requires all candidates
to be aged 16 or above. Evergreen Marine complies with regulations and has never hired child
labor. In addition, the Company's internal policy explicitly prohibits hiring of worker aged below
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15. As of the end of 2015, all of the Company's land crew were above
e 20
2 years
yye
of age, and
nd all
ship crew were above 16 years of age. In the event that a worker is discovered
issc
sco
overed to be less
le s than
than
16 years of age after the Company has completed its recruitment procedures,
dure
d
rre
res
es, the
es
t worker's
rke s legal
rke
le l
representative would be notified immediately to apply for resignation on
rrep
o behalf
b
be
eha
h l of the
th
he worker,
rker,
an
a
d the worker would be dismissed with immediate effect.
and
In an attempt to enforce gender equality and dignity in the w
workplace
at the
workpla
ace while a
he
same
sa
ame time
tim protect employees from sexual harassment and discrimination,
on Evergreen
Evergreen Marine
M ne
implemented
its "Workplace Sexual Harassment Prevention, Grievance and Disciplinary Policy"
im
mp
mplem
2002 that introduced the means and hotlines through which complaints can be
in September
S
made. Furthermore, the Company constantly communicates with employees on the importance
of harmony, respect and acceptance in the workplace. If a sexual harassment offense is
discovered to be true, the offender would be subjected to disciplinary action or other treatments
as deemed appropriate. The Company received 2 reports of workplace sexual harassment in
2015; both were handled according to the Company's workplace sexual harassment prevention
policy.

Job assignment with matching specialty
Employees are assigned jobs based on their specialty and performance, and not by gender,
ethnicity, political association etc in any way. Sea crews may apply to transfer to a land job, join
onshore management, or request to be assigned locally or abroad once they have accumulated
adequate experience at sea or in a multi-nationality environment.
The Company does not make recruitment decisions based on gender difference. The
number of female workers has been increasing steadily in the last 3 years, and by the end of
2015, 299 of the land crew and 49 of the managers were female. The Evergreen fleet has been
hiring female officer-grade seafarers since 1999; today, they can be seen serving on many
Evergreen ships and at onshore offices. Evergreen Marine trained its first female first mate in
2005, who has now obtained her captain license. By the end of 2015, Evergreen Marine had
151 officers of R.O.C. nationality; 5 of whom were female, including 3 third mates and 2 third
engineers. The number of female ship crews has increased from 53 in 2013 to 72 in 2015,
representing a growth of 35.8% over three years.

crew is offered starting salary that is higher than the average business. Entry-level employees
who pass probation are permanently hired at two times the minimum salary announced by the
Ministry of Labor (as of July 1, 2015). The Company's local and foreign crews are being offered
salaries that conform with the minimum standards stipulated by the Ministry of Transportation
and Communication, and requirements stated in the collective bargaining agreement of
International Transport Workers' Federation (ITF). The Company also aims to attract outside
talents by offering compensation packages that are more competitive than the local/foreign
market. So far the Company has encountered no employment dispute local or abroad.

Industry-academia collaboration in maritime talent
development
In order to support the Company's global expansion and operate the new vessels
delivered, Evergreen Marine has introduced an international maritime talent recruitment
program that aims to attract young people with global vision to join the shipping industry.
Land crew is recruited in joint effort with Evergreen International Corp. In addition to
posting advertisements at company website, newspapers and online employment services,
the Company also organizes physical events such as campus recruitment, job fair etc to attract
talents. Employees may be recruited to work in Taipei, Taoyuan, and Kaohsiung for a variety of
roles such as sales, container management, shipping, customer service, container yard etc. In
July 2015, Evergreen Marine and Evergreen International Corp. hired approximately 200 new
recruits for shipping related service.
For sea crew, recruitment is made through website advertisement and referral from
maritime colleges and training institutions. Registration is open all-year round for seafarers and
engineers. The Evergreen fleet comprises entirely of modernized container ships. Not only are
they fitted with energy-saving and carbon-reducing equipment, the living quarters and facilities
have been designed to give the crew a safe and comfortable living/working environment. Below
is an analysis of recruited and resigned (including retired) land crew and sea crew in 2013-2015:

New land/sea crew recruits
By year

Competitive compensation package
In order to attract and retain talents for global operations, we have implemented our salary
policies in accordance with labor regulations, and fulfilled the terms of crew members' collective
bargaining agreements. We offer competitive compensation to both land and sea crew. The land
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Land crew

Sea crew

Total

Total
employee Percentage
count

Male

Female

Male

Female

2013

49

12

49

1

111

1399

7.9%

2014

60

9

73

3

145

1517

9.6%

2015

58

10

48

5

121

1547

7.8%
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4.2 Talent Development

Resigned (including retired) land/sea crew
By year

Land crew

Sea crew

Total

Total
employee Percentage
count

Male

Female

Male

Female

2013

29

10

20

1

60

1399

4.3%

2014

32

9

22

1

64

1517

4.2%

2015

57

10

31

1

99

1547

6.4%

rIndustry-academia collaboration
Evergreen has long been working closely with maritime colleges. For many years,
we have taken the initiative to communicate and teach students at campus, hoping to
exert positive influence and arouse young people's interest in the shipping industry. In an
attempt to nurture quality maritime talents and enhance student's practical experience
with commercial ships, the Company assigned senior members of the sea crew to teach
in the "Practical Shipping Operations" course at National Taiwan Ocean University.
This six-week course began September 17 and ended October 22, 2015. Furthermore,
courses on "Practical Engineering" and "Practical Shipping" are being organized
for Department of Marine Engineering and Department of Shipping Technology,
respectively, at National Kaohsiung Marine University. Both courses run for three hours
each week.
We also collaborate with domestic maritime colleges to provide internship
opportunities. The Company currently works with three major local maritime institutions
to pre-select internship candidates, and each institution is allocated an internship quota
per year to help develop maritime talents needed for the future. Between May and
December 2015, Evergreen collaborated with the Ministry of Education and maritime
institutions to organize a
series of on-ship seminars
(at Keelung, Kaohsiung and
Penghu) and career fairs,
during which students were
engaged in an exchange of
career prospects and shipping
practice. It gave students
an opportunity to develop
academic knowledge and for
the Company to source quality
talents.
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Mr. Yung-Fa Chang, founder of Evergreen group, once said that "talents are a company's
most important capital." At Evergreen Marine, we take this concept to heart and provide
employees with complete training programs. In 2014, the Company received "Training Award"
during Lloyd's List Asia Awards organized by Lloyd's List Group - world leader in shipping media.
This award has been a well-deserved recognition for our long-term commitment in training
our land and sea crew, and how we have emphasized on providing quality container shipment
services in the utmost safety.
In addition to giving new job seekers an equal opportunity to work, the Company also
invests time and patient to teach them from the basics. Evergreen Marine offers a full range of
training courses to existing employees, and has increased training expenses continuously in the
NCUV[GCTUYKVJDWFIGVGZEGGFKPI06OKNNKQP6JGHQNNQYKPIVCDNGUJQYUCXGTCIG
training expense and training hours per land/sea crew in 2013-2015:

Year/(NTD)

2013

Land crew

2014

2015

856,677

1,582,978

1,855,639

Sea crew

8,177,596

8,521,694

8,585,319

Total

9,034,273

10,104,672

10,440,958

Training hours for land crew and sea crew in 2015:
Land crew
Item

Managerial
role

Sea crew

NonManagerial
managerial
role
role
Subtotal

Male Female Male Female
Employee
count

250

49

Total
training
hours

6,378

885

Average
training
hours

26

18

632

307

13,402 4,035

21

13

Nonmanagerial
role
Subtota

Male Female Male Female
1,238

132

24,700 2,600

20

20

5

108

2

247

80

504

24

3,208

16

5

12

13
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In addition to providing attractive compensations and comprehensive training, Evergreen
Marine also offers "rotation and outstation" programs to help employees develop the skills and
global vision needed to take their careers to new levels. Evergreen is the first in the industry to
implement a "land/sea job rotation" system, in which the sea crew is offered the opportunity to
work a land job where they can apply their professional knowledge to improve land tasks such as
ship scheduling, space allocation, loading/unloading, vessel maintenance etc and contribute to
the efficiency of the service chain. In return, the sea crew gains experience in land assignments
and has the benefit of being close to home. The switch of roles also enhances teamwork
between land crew and sea crew, which ultimately improves management efficiency.

On-job training for land crew
Evergreen Marine's land crew undergoes extensive training including: orientation,
specialized department training, specialized external training, management training, interdepartmental rotation, international talent training, and language course. Seminars on Fair Trade
Act and damage prevention (Note) are also organized from time to time
Note: See section 3.1 Safety in service for detailed explanation

rOrientation
New recruits are give one week's orientation after reporting onboard, during which
they are introduced to various facilities within the organization and given a tour to the
Company's vessels. The orientation is designed to help familiarize new recruits with the
Company's values, business philosophy, corporate culture etc, so that they can blend
quickly into the "Evergreen family."
Once new recruits have been assigned to their designated departments, they are
offered courses that cover everything from professional knowledge to interpersonal
relations. As an Evergreen tradition, a senior "mentor" is assigned to teach newcomers
the proper work attitude and practices, and to offer them help in adjusting to the new
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lifestyle. This mentorship promotes harmony and joy within the Evergreen family. For the
"mentors," who also received help from seniors in the earlier stage of their career, being
entrusted the responsibility to pass on Evergreen's legacy may prove to be a careerchanging experience.

rSpecialized department training
Each department is required to propose an annual training plan based on a set of
predefined principles, and update the training management system for every course
completed. In 2015, the Company executed 100% of the department courses it had
planned at the beginning of the year. A total of 13,747 training hours were delivered,
which averaged 11.1 training hours per person, per year.
A knowledge base has been created on the Company's computer system to store
knowledge files from various departments. These files are made accessible to employees
at any time. Furthermore, a proprietary "dangerous goods online learning system" has
been launched online and made compulsory to all hazardous goods operators in local
and foreign companies. Only personnel who have obtained internal certificates are
allowed to perform related work activities.

rSpecialized external training
For the purpose of complying with regulations and enhancing professional conduct,
the Company has made arrangements for employees of Occupational Safety & Health
Department, Auditing Department, Maritec Department, Finance Department and
Kaohsiung Terminal Division to attend training courses organized by external institutions.
Certificates are issued upon completion of each course. 204 employees were trained in
2015 for a total of 3,523 hours.

rManagement training
Employees who have been promoted to or
recruited as entry-level managers are required
to undergo training courses for administrative
and management skills. These courses combine
the use of an online learning system, lecture
and role playing to give trainees better
understanding of the knowledge they learn, and
help them apply knowledge in real practice. In
2015, a total of 55 managers completed their
online courses, while 88 managers participated
in practical courses.
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In 2015, the Company invited external instructors and organized 4 sessions of
management training for entry-level, mid-level and senior managers. These courses
received an average satisfaction rating of 95%; the "Expressive Thinking" module, which
is intended to enhance managers' ability to think and express thoughts, received a
satisfaction rating of 97.8%.

On-job training for sea crew
"Evergreen Seafarer Training Center" (ESTC) was founded by Evergreen Marine Corp. in
1999. It has a comprehensive range of equipment and professional courses available to enhance
employees' skills.
ESTC features an advanced and fully featured vessel simulator, computer-assisted
classrooms, multimedia briefing rooms, a library, ordinary classrooms, a marine gas engine
model (1:4 scale), a TERASAKI engine remote control system, a NABCO engine control system,
oil-water separators, oil purifiers, air compressors, water makers, turbochargers, refrigerators,
pumps, electronic/electrical equipment, and an infirmary classroom. The training facilities include
not only actual machinery and certified simulators, but proprietary teaching aids and software
developed specifically for the Evergreen fleet as well. It is our hope to train employees through
diverse means. The instructors consist entirely of well-educated and well-experienced ship
captains, chief engineers and senior officers. Without a doubt, ESTC has the strongest team of
instructors among any other institution in Taiwan.
After the completion of high-voltage vessel training equipment in August 2014, the
training center was later certified by Maritime and Coastguard Agency (UK) and Maritime and
Port Authority of Singapore for "Vessel High-voltage Transformer - Administrative Grade" and
"Vessel High-voltage Transformer - Operational Grade." "Evergreen Seafarer Training Center"
was the first seafarer training center in The Republic of China to introduce such as course, which
makes the R.O.C the third country in Asia to offer certified courses in this field of expertise, after
India and Singapore. Outside parties including Department of Navigation and Aviation (Ministry
of Transportation and Communication), Maritime and Port Bureau (Ministry of Transportation
and Communication), National Taiwan Ocean University, National Chinese Seamen's Union, and
Jimei University (China) had all visited the training center to exchange knowledge and training
experience. In addition to training Evergreen's own crew, the training center also supports the
policies of local maritime authority and reserves some of its common course admission quota
for crews of other companies, and thereby contributes to the training of maritime talents in the
Taiwan.
At Evergreen Marine, every ship crew from new engineer to senior captain/chief engineer,
whether they are locals or foreigners, have been instructed to study the latest navigation
technology, learn knowledge on naval engineering, and familiarize with the Company's
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management at the training center. These courses are useful in strengthening employees'
loyalty and awareness towards the Company's values, and only those who have completed all
the required courses may commence service onboard ships. Crew members who have been
reassigned to serve onboard a new ship are required to undergo specially designed training
courses and workshops before steer the ship into open sea.
In 2015, 282 sessions of 32 different training courses were organized at ESTC for crews
within and outside the Company. These training courses were hand-picked depending on
trainees' roles and needs onboard ships, and lasted from 1 to 5 days. A total of 2,486 enrollments
were received in 2015.

Job rotation across different service, department,
company and country
By rotating employees
across different service,
department, company and
country, we help them develop
the skills needed to improve
productivity. The rotation also
brings new perspective that may
prove helpful to employee's
career development, and
contribute to the Company's
future businesses.

No. of job rotations 2013-2015
Item

Year

2013

2014

2015

115

70

84

56

86

78

127

157

162

140

90

125

Rotation to different
departments
Rotation to different
companies
Rotation to different
countries
Rotation between land/sea
role

Training of international talents
Shipping is an international industry. Since Evergreen Marine was first founded, it has been
focusing on growing local business as well as expanding service network to all five continents in
the world. Employees are offered abundant opportunities to work overseas, and are assigned
depending on available openings and terms of service of existing personnel. As of December
31, 2015, the Company had 421
employees stationed overseas
for shipping-related service,
which made Evergreen Marine
one of the most highly globalized
businesses in Taiwan.

Overseas stationed headcount 2013-2015
Item

Year

Overseas stationed
headcount

2013

2014

2015

431

420

421
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rExchange of foreign employees
In 2013, Evergreen Marine organized a culture exchange program that was aimed
to inspire employees of foreign branches with the Evergreen culture, and received
favorable responses. In 2015, the program was organized once again, during which 65
employees from 29 overseas branches were invited to undergo training in Taiwan. This
culture exchange program comprised of several activities including: exchange of expert
opinions and practices between business units, a tour to Evergreen Seafarer Training
Center, Taipei Port Container Terminal, and Evergreen Maritime Museum, and a visit
onboard Evergreen's newest ships where overseas colleagues can better appreciate the
distinctive features of the Evergreen fleet. The trainees have given a 92.2% satisfaction
with regards to course content, instructor quality, and food/accommodation/transport
arrangements.

appraisals are intended to assess employees' work performance, and the outcome may affect
employee's future career development.

rPerformance evaluation for land crew
Once new recruits have reported onboard and completed orientation arranged
by Human Resources Department, they are assigned to various business units and are
guided and trained by their respective departments. They are tested randomly for
learning progress, and a final appraisal awaits them at the end of their 3-month probation
period.
For existing land crew, annual performance targets are set at the beginning of each
year, tracked throughout the year, and concluded at the end of the year. Performance
appraisal is conducted twice a year by managers of the same department. These
appraisal reviews also provide direct managers with the opportunity to establish two-way
communication and guidance for the purpose of enhancing employees' performance and
career development, and explore solutions to counsel, improve and follow up on underperforming employees.

rPerformance evaluation for sea crew

rLanguage learning
The Company has a language study subsidy policy in place to subsidize learning of
foreign languages such as English, Japanese, Spanish, French, Italian, German, Russian,
and more at designated institutions or websites. This subsidy is available to employees
who have served for at least one full year. Furthermore, every employee is entitled to
one subsidized language exam. It is offered as a means to encourage employees in
learning foreign languages, while the exam results may also be used as reference for
RTQOQVKQPCPFQWVUVCVKQPCTTCPIGOGPVU5WDUKFKGUVQVCNKPI06YGTGITCPVGFVQ
55 employees in 2015.

4.3 Talent Assessment and Communication
Performance assessment system
All employees are subject to regular performance appraisal from the day recruited. These
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Once new sea crew recruits have been assigned to the designated ships, they will
be guided by senior employees of relevant duties (e.g. deck, engineering etc). Their
performance during the 3-month probation will be evaluated by managers onboard the
ship.
As for existing sea crew members, their performance onboard designated ships
are evaluated by all managers (captain, chief engineer, first mate, first engineer and
boatswain) twice a year using computerized systems. The result of performance
evaluation will ultimately affect their future employment and promotion.

Communication and grievance
The Company places great emphasis on communication with employees. It utilizes an
extensive range of channels including labor-management meetings, monthly department
meetings, e-bulletin, training courses, seminars, and "Stakeholder section ~ Employees" on the
website for regular and two-way communication. Operational meetings are held on a monthly
basis, during which senior managers would issue instructions and convey information regarding
the Company's business environment, performance change and direction to employees of all
levels.
Labor-management meetings are held at least once every three months according to the
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Company's
C
mpan
a
Labor-management Conference Policy. Four sessions of labor-management meeting
were held in 2015 to resolve decisions including: extended work hours, women's night shift,
service principles for businesses affected by natural disaster, rotating shift policy, and 2016 work
calendar. The Company has no collective bargaining agreement.
Should the Company encounter any significant change in operation that forces it to
terminate employment contract, the Company would do so in compliance with Labor Standards
Act in favor of workers' rights, and make advance notices as follows: 10 days advance notice
for employees who have served for 3 months but less than 1 year; 20 days advance notice for
employees who have served for 1 year but less than 3 years; and 30 days advance notice for
employees who have served for 3 years or more. The Company also utilizes channels such as
labor-management meetings and seminars to promote communication and relationship between
employees and the management.
In addition, the Company has "Employee Grievance Policy" in place that outlines the
means employees may take to seek remedy for violation against their rights, mistreatment, or
protection when reporting misconduct of another employee. This policy has been implemented
to ensure the harmony and protection of employees' rights.
The Company has a grievance mailbox: comment@evergreen-marine.com set up to collect
opinions from within as well as outside the organization. The grievance mailbox is maintained
by dedicated personnel. The identity and complaint of plaintiff are kept strictly confidential,
while plaintiffs are properly protected against retaliation and mistreatment for their complaints.
In 2015, the Company received no complaint of labor practice that required a formal resolution,
and neither was there any complaint regarding human rights or social impact.

4.4 Employee Benefits
Evergreen Marine's office buildings have been refurbished to provide employees with a
tidy, clean and orderly work environment. In order to assure employees safety in dining, the
Company has invested into
the renovation of employees'
cafeteria and commissioned the
catering service of Evergreen
International Corp. to prepare
nutritional and tasty food
selections at the counter. In
addition, coffee machines have
been made available at every
office floor, which employees may
use free of charge.
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We provide employees with the following benefits:
1. Off-work days

Two off-work days a week.

2. Special leave

Employees who have completed one full year of service are
entitled to special leave of absence. The number of special leave
days accumulate with years of service.

3. Pension system

As regulated by Labor Pension Act.

4. Insurance

Labor insurance, National Health Insurance, group accident
insurance, overseas business hospitalization and medical
insurance, and group life insurance at discounted premiums.

5. Meals

The employee cafeteria supplies free lunch and overtime meals.

6. Healthcare

The Clinic Department has professional physicians stationed to
provide medical consultation and general treatment. Free health
checkups are arranged on a regular basis.

7. Recreation

Employees may enjoy discounts on Uni Air domestic flights and
discounts on local and overseas hotels operated by the group.

8. Education and
training

The Company organizes on-job training, professional seminars,
workshops, and foreign language training subsidies on a regular
as well as irregular basis.

9. Performance
rewards

Year-end bonus, dividends (for TWSE/TPEX listed companies).

10. Subsidies

Wedding/funeral subsidy, wedding gift, condolence, injury/illness
relief, emergency aid, family allowance, and outstation allowance.

11. Attire

Employees are entitled to laundry services of Evergreen Airline
Services Corp. at discount price.

12. Social clubs

Basketball, tennis, soft ball, badminton, table tennis, swimming,
Taichi, yoga, hiking, golf, Latin aerobics etc.
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Applications of parental leave and reinstatements in 2013-2015
Application of parental
leave in the last 3 years

2013

2014

2015

Male Female Male Female Male Female Total

No. of employees applied for
parental leave in the current year

1

7

1

4

7

5

12

No. of employees expected to be
reinstated from parental leave in
the current year

2

6

2

10

8

7

15

No. of employees reinstated from
parental leave in the current year

2

4

1

9

6

7

13

No. of employees reinstated from
parental leave in the previous year

0

6

2

4

1

9

10

No. of employees reinstated from
parental leave in the previous year
and have worked for one year
since

0

6

2

4

1

9

10

Parental leave reinstatement rate
(%)

100%

67%

50%

90%

75%

100%

87%

-

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Parental leave retention rate (%)

Pension scheme
Evergreen Marine's labor pension fund supervisory committee was founded on December
24, 1986. The Company has implemented its own "Employee Pension Policy" and makes
contributions totaling 15% of employees' monthly salary into a pension fund account maintained
with Bank of Taiwan, which is the highest tier of contribution stated in Article 2 of Regulations
for the Allocation and Management of the Workers' Retirement Reserve Funds. This policy
applies to all permanent employees, and according to which, every employee who has served
for 15 years or more is granted two basis points for every year of service completed, subject to
a maximum of 45 basis points. A basis point refers to one month's average salary at the time
GORNQ[GG UTGVKTGOGPVKUCRRTQXGF+PVJG%QORCP[RCKFRGPUKQPDGPGHKVUVQVCNKPI06
VJGDCNCPEGQHKVURGPUKQPHWPFCUUGVUKUEWTTGPVN[06

made inquisitions about workers' willingness to continue with the old scheme or opt for the new
scheme, and accounted for employees' years of service under the old scheme and contributed
to the new scheme all in compliance with the new regulation. For employees who are subject
to the new pension scheme under the Labor Pension Act, the Company contributes 6% of
employees' monthly salary into their respective pension accounts.

Support of family members
rEvergreen Employee Family Day
In an attempt to promote employees' loyalty, family relations and teamwork, the
Company expanded the scope of its 2015 Evergreen Family Day and held a grand event
at Toucheng Leisure Farm, Yilan, during which nearly 700 employees showed up with
family members (200 more participants compared to the previous year) in support of the
harmonious spirit of the Evergreen family.

rConcert
In terms of arts and cultural activities, the Evergreen group organized its "47th
Anniversary Celebration Concert in 2015, during which nearly 1,300 employees and their
family members were invited to the musical treat.

rVisits by crew family
As a privilege to crews serving onboard ships, the Company's Seaman Department
has made arrangements to pick up crews' family members and helped them board when
ships dock at Keelung, Taipei, Taichung, and Kaohsiung.

Following the implementation of Labor Pension Act on July 1, 2005, the Company has
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5. Contribute to the Society
5.1 Promotion of Maritime Talents and Culture
The Fishing Project
Evergreen group built its success from the shipping business; today, it operates shipping
routes that cover all corners of the world. Mr. Yung-Fa Chang, founder of Evergreen group, has
long been supportive to the nurturing of maritime talents, and while Chang Yung-Fa Foundation
was visiting disadvantaged families throughout Taiwan, the same approach was adopted to help
children overcome poverty through education. Eventually, the foundation began a program
that sought to help families out of poverty through "navigation". While the program provides
disadvantaged families with greater income, it contributes to the development of maritime
talents in Taiwan at the same time.
Using "navigation" as a solution to poverty, the foundation paid visits to remotely located
schools and, with the help of Evergreen Marine, arranged ship captains and chief engineers
to share their career experience with children, including the joy and challenges living at sea.
Through the use of charts and videos, students were given a vivid introduction to the shipping
business and the living condition, the work environment, and life at sea. The crews also shared
their experience
and career as seafarers, while at the same time encouraged young people to
p
sea. With
defined
work att sea
ith a d
fined goal in life and in studies, students are motivated to learn and dream
during their you
youth,
the opportunity to sail to far ends of the world and create new
durin
uth, and
d are given
g
possib
lities.
possibilities.
In the
he last three
th e years, the
t Company
Compan held 14 navigation seminars and experience sessions
more than 1,300
career fairs and inviting the audience to a tour on
to mo
1,30 students.
students By organizing
organ
students
off disadvantaged
ship, st
ents and parents
aren
ents o
disad antaged families are given the opportunity to learn more
work and life
about w
lif att sea,
sea and even
eve offer career
care prospects that may help them find their path
out of poverty.
ov
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r In support of the 2015 "Workplace Observation and Employment Promotion Program"
organized by Kaohsiung City Government, the Company invited senior (vocational) high
school students, college graduates, and graduated young adults aged 18-29 to a tour
at Kaohsiung Terminal Division on 2015/5/27, where young people were shown several
prospects for their future careers.
r O n 2 0 1 5 / 1 2 / 1 6 , c a p t a i n /
curator Kun-Yi Lin of Evergreen
Maritime Museum was invited
to host a seminar on the career
of "navigation" at National Suao
Marine & Fisheries Vocational
High School. During the seminar,
Lin shared abundant information
about working onboard ship
and helped students develop
goals toward their career. A
total of 250 students from the
Department of Engineering
and Department of Fishery had
participated in the seminar.
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Promotion of maritime culture
Evergreen Maritime Museum has been founded for the purpose of preserving and passing
on the history, arts and science of navigation. It exists to arouse people's interest and care to the
ocean culture, and in turn inspire their search for truth.
The museum houses an extensive collection (more than 4 thousand pieces) of items that
Mr. Yung-Fa Chang, founder of Evergreen group, had acquired from all over the world, including
ship models, paintings, and navigational instruments. Through the use of fun and interesting
displays, the museum hopes to inspire the public's interest towards the history, arts and
technology of navigation.
r Between April and May 2015, Evergreen
j o i n e d Ta i p e i C i t y D e p a r t m e n t o f
Education in the organization of "Ocean
Painting Competition," during which 33
winning pieces from 18 winners were
chosen. On the World Oceans Day (June
8), winners of the competition were
accompanied by their parents to a tour
aboard the ship of the Coast Guard
Administration at Keelung.
r In April-June and November-December 2015, the Company organized its first Young
Navigator program targeted at grade 1 and grade 2 elementary school students. Over
a total of 10 half-day sessions, participants were told navigation stories and knowledge,
and completed DIY activities.
In July-August 2015, the Company organized its seventh [Navigation Adventure Summer
Camp] targeted at grade 3~grade 6 elementary school students. Over a total of 7
sessions, participants were guided through a series of activities including: navigational
storytelling, treasure hunt, block building game, and tour to Taiwan High Speed Rail.

5.2 Community Development
Infrastructure investment
Given the development prospect of Port of Kaohsiung and business prospect of the
Company, Evergreen group has made extensive investments to the establishment of the 4th
and 5th Container Center. The 4th Container Center, in particular, had completed its remodeling
and dredging works in mid-September 2014 to accommodate larger ships in the future. The
five newly acquired 22-row gantry cranes have also begun operation since December 2014 and
January 2015. Following the addition of new fleet, new route and capacity, new investments
were made to install ARMG (automated rail-mounted gantry) at Kaohsiung Port 4th Container
Center, which not only improved the efficiency and stability of back-end operations, but at
the same time increased the number of stacked containers per unit of area, reduced energy
consumption and air pollution, and minimized operational risks.
The government of R.O.C has completed construction of a deepwater terminal in Northern
Taiwan, and in support of this BOT project, Evergreen group has also established its Taipei Port
Container Terminal within the facilities. The new Taipei Port Container Terminal was designed to
be "green," "environmental friendly," "energy efficient," and "sustainable" from the beginning
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to conform with the Company's business philosophy and the global trend of green port designs
that aim to produce as little impact as possible to the local environment and community. All
loading/unloading machinery used at the container yard have been replaced with electric models
instead of diesel-powered models for environmental and energy concerns. In addition, "ZigBee
wireless sensing technology" has been introduced into the container yard to yield even greater
environmental and energy benefits through automation. Operation of Taipei Port Container
Terminal will greatly reduce the number of containers transported from southern to northern
parts of the country, and thereby reduce highway congestion, air pollution, and cost of logistics.
The port was officially opened in March 2009, and so far the Company has constructed 4 of the
7 docks.
All above investments have the potential to create job opportunities locally and stimulate
growth of the logistics business. They may even deliver greater economic contributions when
integrated with nearby industry zone and bonded area.
Infrastructure investments in various ports of Taiwan:

Location

Kaohsiung Container
Terminal 4 and 5

Taipei Port Container
Terminal

06OKNNKQP

06OKNNKQP

Total investments 2015

Community relations
rMaintenance of environment
The Company continues
to assume responsibility in
maintaining the walkways and
roadside trees in front of office
buildings, and keeping the
landscape clean and pleasant.

5.3 Social Care
Charity and care to the socially disadvantaged
r On 2015/04/04, Evergreen Marine Corp. joined Chang Yung-Fa Foundation in the
organization of "Chang Yung-Fa Foundation Arts and Culture Tour," during which 170
guests from Taipei School For The Hearing Impaired, Taipei Parents Association of the
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Deaf, Hear Hard Association, and Chinese National Association of the Deaf were invited
to a tour at Evergreen Maritime Museum followed by the performance of Evergreen
Symphony Orchestra at National Concert Hall. The participants mentioned above were
typically regarded to be too impaired in hearing to enjoy concert performance, when
in fact there are different degrees of hearing disability. Those with a minor condition
can wear hearing aids while those with more severe condition may still enjoy music
performance through visuals and low-frequency beats. Through the above efforts, we
hope to direct more attention to hearing-disabled children or friends around us, and offer
them more opportunities to learn and interact with the society.

Act of kindness across borders
Evergreen Marine and Chang Yung-Fa Foundation have been collaborating on numerous
charity events as a means to fulfill social responsibilities. With regards to charity and public
assistance, Evergreen group has 8 contact offices located throughout Taiwan to offer local
and timely assistance such as medical aid, post-earthquake reconstruction, and support for
disadvantaged students.
The foundation has a
"scholarship program" in place
to help financially disadvantaged
students complete their studies.
In addition to caring for Taiwanese
students, the scholarship is also
being offered abroad; for more
than 20 years, the scholarship
program has benefited tens of
thousands of disadvantaged
students throughout the world.
In 2015, the second "China
Institute of Navigation - Yung-Fa
Chang Scholarship" ceremony
was held at Dalian Maritime
University, during which a sum of
RMB 500,000 was offered to 137
disadvantaged students selected
from 20 maritime institutions in
China, while allowances were
granted to 310 students from
Peking University and Tsinghua
University.
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Morals
Published in January
ary
2008, "Morals" has been
en
distributed to readers
across the world. The bookk
introduces 12 simple moral
lessons to inspire decency
and beauty within people,
and approximately
360,000 copies are being
printed each month.
In 2015, the foundation continued printing
and distributing "Morals" free of charge to 1700
schools and institutions in Taiwan, hoping to
support moral education by providing students
with the right inspirations.
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